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There are two method
First, the width of the tex
by which such erosion can be accomplished
»
torial sea can be extended to some width
which will produce a great belt of waters over which a coastal or Island
nation claims sovereignty. This method has been common In the history of
the sea. Smith5* feels that Gallant, the Italian writer, may have been, in
1762, the first to suggest a three mile width for the territorial sea*
Smith attributes much of the confusion surrounding the three mile sone to
this* Additionally, he points out that claims of four miles by Norway and
Sweden date back to the middle eighteenth century, the earliest delineation
of a territorial belt*.
^-United States Congress, Senate, Committee on Armed Services,
Military Procurement Authorizations, Fiscal Year 1966 * Hearings before
the Committee and the Subcommittee on Department of Defense of the
Committee on Appropriations, 89th Cong., 1st Bess, on 0.800, February
2k * March 1$, 1965 (Washington* Government Printing Office, 19o5)# p.753»
2HoA. Smith, The Law and Custom of the Sea (2d* ed«), (Hew York!
Praeger, 195© )$ P» iSfTe"

breadths of the territorial bait* The United States and the United
Kingdom have traditionally recognised the three mile limit* The Soviet
Union, faat becoming a naval power* adheres to a claim of twelve miles
width for the territorial sea* It will be interesting to see whether
this position will continue to be maintained by the Soviets as they Join
the ranks of the maritime powers*
The lesser developed nations and those with smaller maritime and
naval fleets Lean towards acceptance of a twelve mile or wider breadth
for the territorial sea« The most extreme claim in this regard is that
of six nations on the Pacific coast of Central and South America; Chile,
Costa Rica, Ecuador* SI Salvador* Honduras, and Feru« Either as territory
waters or for fishing rights, these six nations claim a 200 mile belt off
their shores*
The discussions and debates on the territorial sea and contiguous
sons occupied a large amount of time during the United Nations Conference
on the X*w of the Sea in 1958^ end was the theme of the Second United
fiat ions Conference on the Saw of the Sea In i960* The results of these
two conferences in dealing with that problem can best be termed that the
^United Rations, United Nations Conference on the Law of the Sea,
Vols. I-VII, A/Conf. 13/37-**3# (Geneva: United Nations, I950T*
United Nations , Second United Nations Conference on the Lav of the
Sea, A/Conf. 19/8(Geneva* United Nations, i960
J

JThe second method by vhich territorial vat-are may he extended ie
in the establishment of the reference line on vhich measurement of the
territorial sea Is to be based. Where this reference Is not the coast
Itself, some sort of baseline system is used. The use of baselines Is
less deeply rooted in the history of the lav of the sea than that of
the vidth of the territorial sea. Colombos^ hovever, alludes to the
esse of The Anna, an American ship seized by a British ship off the
mouth of the Mississippi River in 1805, vhere the alluvian islands vere
determined to be a reference for the measurement of the territorial sea.
In recent years, the Anglo -Norvegian Fisheries case (1951) and the United
Datlons Conference on the Lav of the Sea (1958) have produced the most
relevant results on the subject of baselines. The former lent an air
of legality to straight baseline systems vhich Join reference points on
or near a coastline and involve linear references rather than those
related to the sinuosities of the coast. Although the Fisheries case
and the United Nations Conference dealt only vith coastlines such as
that of Norvay, extensions of the application of straight baseline
systems to ocean archipelagos has been attempted and is a telling
example of the claim of sovereignty over vaters generally accepted
'C.J. Colombos, The International Lav of the Sea (3rd rev. ed»)*
(Londont Longmans, Green and Company, 195 1* )t P»T5V"

aeao«
There is a temptation to become absorbed In the legal issues <
and contiguous eone* To succumb to such a lure vould be to ignore t]
basic realities of the international system* International lav. to 1
adhered to, must be reflective of the conditions existing in the syel
It is contingent on the consensus of power for its effectiveness
,
Conventions on the Law of the Sea must be regarded in this light*
Further, it is in such a perspective that the dichotomy between free,
dom of the seas and extension of national sovereignty must be viewed,
In the past, the quest for sovereignty over the terrltor
sea and contiguous areas has centered around fishing rights. Today,
with an expanding world population, fishing and other procurement of
food from the sea continues to be an important element in the issue,
other coneideru tiffins have gained equal or greater significance,
In the economic field, oil, mineral and other resources of the ocean
bottom or earth's subsurface have become involved* Overshadowing
economic ramifications, however, are the factors related to polite
or security and which bear relevance to the confrontation between t
communist and free worlds*
It has become evident that smaller nations, particularly
archipelagic or island states, feel that sovereignty over sea areas
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5Americain de l'Institut de Droit International, 13 (l8<
p. 146, cited in S BV. Bogge, "Delimitation of the Territorial 8<
American Journal of International Law Vol, 21* (1930), p« 549.
6p.C, Jesaup, The Law of Territorial Waters and Maritime
Jurisdiction (New York: O.A. Jennings Co. Inc., 1927).

Xt was In a letter between the Secretary of State, Bayard, and
Secretary or the Treasury Manning on 28th of May, 1&66, that this tbaory
was strongly rejected:
We may therefore regard it aa settled that so far as concerns
the eastern coast of North America, the position of this Department
has uniformly been that the sovereignty of the shore does not, so
far as territorial authority is concerned, extend beyond three miles
from low -water mark, and that the seaward boundary of this zone of
territorial waters follows the coast of the mainland, extending
where there are islands so as to place round such islands the same
belt. This necessarily excludes the position that the seaward
boundary is to be drawn from headland to headland, and makes it
follow closely, at a distance of three miles, the boundary of the
shore of the continent or of adjacent islands belonging to the
continental sovereign,7
The Norwegian System
The northern coast of Norway presents a complex network of Islands,
rocks, bays and Inlets which have been treated in a particular manner by
that coastal state in the delineation of its territorial sea* As early as
1812, a Royal Decree by the Norwegian government sought to set forth cri-
teria for measuring the territorial waters based on measurements using the
outer islands and rocks of the coastal archipelago known as the "skaergaard".
Although this decree was general in tenor, it served as a basis for later
decrees* In 1869, 1881, and 1889, Royal Decrees set forth what has come
to be known as the Norwegian system in further detail* This system con-
slsted of straight baselines drawn between a series of points on islands
Tj.B. Moore, A Digest of International Law> Vol* I (Washington!
Government Printing Office, 1955) , p. 720.

10
or drying rocks along the seaward edge of the skaergaard . The system
came to be enforced during the twentieth century as fishermsa of other
nations ventured into thi3 area in search of a catch. The primary reason
for enforcement of territorial waters was protection of the fishing rights
of the native Norwegians living along the coast above the Arctic circle.
There were several cases where foreign fishing vessels were appre-
hended in the 1906-1933 period. British fishing vessels first appeared
off the coast of Eastern Finnmark employing fishing gear superior to that
of the locals in 1906. To protect native fishermen, a law wa3 passed on -
June 2, 190o9, prohibiting foreign fishing vessels from fishing in
Norwegian territorial waters. Eaval fishery vessels were stationed and
instructed to warn or arrest foreign fishing vessels. According to the
Norwegian navy, the first warning was given to a British trawler, Golden
Sceptre in 1908. 10
Arrests followed in 1908 with the Lord Kobert; ; incident. There
was thereafter an increase with slack periods during the two wars. As
Sir Arnold McKair points out in his dissenting opinion to the Anglo-Nor-
wegian Fisheries case
:
Between the arrest of the Lord Roberts in 1911 and May 5th, 19^9*
^International Court of Justice, Reports 1951 (The Hague:
International Court of Justice, 1951) > P» 124.
9lbid
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As has be«n indicated in the earlier flection of this chapter, the
American position was not upheld by the Permanent Court or Arbitration. 1?
One could charge some incons latency among American International legalists
in view of the earlier statement by John Mason Brovn on this subject*'"*
One should recall the recommendation of the Arbitration tribunal
with regard to ba
In every bay not hereinafter provided for, the limits of the ex-
clusion ©hall be drawn three miles seaward from a straight line across
the bay in the part nearest the entrance at the first point where the
width does not exceed ten miles. 19
The above recommendation was incorporated into the Treaty of 1912
between the United States and Great Britain.20 Thus the United States
acceded to a tea mile rule for bays.
With regar i to a baseline for the measurement of the territorial
sea, the United St* -eg has long favored a reference to the low water mark
on the coast, thus oausing the baseline of reference to follow the
sinuosities of the oast except where a bay exists Justifying the use
of the ten mile straight line of the closing rule. This was well
summarized by the Secretary of State during the California cases




20United States Congress, Senate, Document $k& , Vol. Ill,














a features such as indentations or bays, the
Ate has traditionally taken the position that
i should bo measured from the low water mark
Ehis position was taken as early as 1866 (The
e, Mr. Bayard, to Mr. Manning, Secretary of the
1886, I Moore, Dicest of International Law,
*as maintained in treaties concluded by the United
la I of the Convention concluded with Great
'revention of Smuggling of Intoxicating Lienors
2k, 43 Stat 1761).21
morlcan views on delineation of territorial waters,
;aye and baselines stem from the 1930 Bague Con»






the Hague Conference for the Codificatioa
United States advanced a method for do*
Lai se&«
The American Pr
The esc the proposal submitted on March 27, 1930, was the
use of area of '. Le radius drawn from points on the coast to de
-
terrain© the outer limit of the territorial sea. It was predicated, of
courso, on a three oreadth for the territorial sea and avoided the
use of baselines e Ue coast. Specifically, it read:
Except as otherwise provided in this Convention, the seaward
21Letter from Department of State to Department of Justice,
November 13, 1951# in A.L. Shalowitz, Shore and Sea Boundaries
,
Vol X*
(Washington: Govermaent Printing Off., 1962), pTTS 1^
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lisilt of tho territorial waters Is the envelope of all area of
circles having a radius of three nautical miles dravn from all
points on the coast (at whatever line of sea level is adopted
in the charts of the coastal) , or from the seaward limit of
those interior waters which are contiguous with the territorial
waters .22
The ret-'-- - -"*-:- for the proposal was a most practical one, based
on the ease of determining the limits of the territorial sea, hence
the end of international waters , by_ the navigator or_ mariner * The
appeal of the system advanced here Is in the removal of a requirement for
marking territorial waters on charts* Boggs,23 in his discussion of the
American proposal, aptly shows its superiority over other systems for
the navigator . As he pointed out
J
wIn fact any^ system for delimiting territorial waters must be
derived geometrically from the coastline . "2**
With rega: to bays and estuaries, the United States proposal,
without attempting to define the terms, addressed indentations so as
to determine whe>re the waters therein may be divided as territorial,
or international* The proposal was three-fold:
(1) On a chart or map a straight line not to exceed ten nautical
miles in length shall be drawn across the bay or estuary as follows:
The line shall be drawn between two headlands or pronounced convexities
of the coast which embrace the pronounced indentation or concavity com-
prising the bay or estuary if the distance between the two headlands
does not exceed ten nautical miles) otherwise the line shall be drawn
^Boggs, 0£. cit* , p. JW*.





through the point nearest the entrance at which the width does not exceed
(2) The envelope of all arcs of circles having a radius equal to
one -fourth the length of the straight line across the bay or estuary
shall then be drawn from all points on the coast of the mainland (at
whatever line of sea level is adopted on the charts of the coastal
state) but such arcs of circles shall not be drawn around islands in
connection with the process which is next described;
(3) If the area enclosed within the straight line and the envelope
of the arcs of circles exceeds the area of a semi -circle whose diameter
is equal to one -half the length of the straight line across the bay or
estuary, the waters of the bay or estuary inside of the straight line
shall be regarded, for the purposes of this convention, as interior
waters; other rise they shall not be so regarded.
When the determination of the status of the waters of a bay or
estuary has been made in the manner described above, the delimitation
of territorial waters shall be made as follows: (l) if the waters of
the bay or estuary are found to be interior waters the straight line
across the entrance or across the bay or estuary shall be regarded as
the boundary between interior waters and territorial waters, and the
three-mile belt of territorial waters shall be measured outward from
that line lr> he same manner as if it were a portion of the coast;
(2) otherwise the belt of territorial waters shall be measured out-
ward from all points on the coast line; (3) la either case arcs of
circles of three -oils radius shall be drawn around the coasts of
islands (if there be any) in accordance with provisions for de-
limiting territorial waters around islands as prescribed in Article
. .
.25
As a final matter, the American proposal provided for pockets
of high seas which would remain as a result of application of the
method of the proposal to bays and estuaries, indentations or among
groups of islands The proposal, regarding this problem, stated:
(1) Where the delimitation of territorial waters would result




ng a email area of high oea totally surrounded by
or one or more states; the area Is tt.osiwil&tfscl
erritarlal waters of such state or states.
Where the delimitation of territorial waters, as prescribed
aing articles, results in a pronounced concavity such
ingle straight line, not more than four nautical miles in
length, drawn from th© envelope of the arcs of circles on lone side
to the envelope of the arcs of circles on the other side entirely
closes ar nation, the coastal state may regard the body of
water enclosed within the envelopes of the ares of circles and
6aid straight Una as an extension of its territorial waters if
the area exceeds the area of a semi -circle whose diameter is
equal to the length of the straight line; if the coastal state
chooses to assimilate those waters it shall notify th© nations
which may be interested therein.2®
Thus the ' inited States presented a proposal for delimitation of
the territorial sea which although complex in description, afforded a
practical means for ships on the sea to determine their location with
respect to the territorial sea of a coastal state. The feasibility of
a system with such a multitude of corollaries was to be determined.
Also to be ascertained was the political acceptability of a systen
oriented towards seaman, not the protectors of national sovereignty.
Other Proposals at the 1930 Conference
As might be expected, the American proposal evoked considerable
discussion at the Conference. During the deliberations, two other
proposals were advanced pertaining to delimitation of the territorial




The French delegation offered a compromise -proposal to deal with
In the case of Indentations where there is only one coastal
State, the breadth of the territorial sea may be measured from a
straight line dravn across the opening of the indentation provided
that the length of the line does not exceed ten miles and that the
Indentation may properly be termed a bay.
In order that an indentation may be properly termed a bay, the
area comprised between the curve of the coast and its chord must be
equal to or greater than the area of the segment of the circle at
Its middle, at a distance from the chord equal to the distance which
separates this point from one end of the curve
.
£7
Sometimes known as the "segmental rule", this would permit indenta-
tions much shallower than those of the American proposal to be classified
as bays. A proposal by the German delegation sought to set a minimum on
the depth of bays to which the ten mile rule was to be applied* In that
regard, it stated, "This rule shall apply to bays the length of which Is
28
not less than five marine miles, reckoned from the above-mentioned line*
IV. ACCOMPLISHMENTS OF TBS HAGUE CONFERENCE
It would be unfair to state blandly that nothing was accomplished
at the 1930 Hague Conference with regard to the law of the sea* It Is
accurate to say this in the sense that no agreement was reached, but the
^League of Nations, Conference for the Codification of
International Law, Acts of the Conference, Vol V, (The Hague:""




work of the conference, end many of the committee drafts have endured to
the extent that they have been referred to in subsequent deliberations
Issues vhlch deal vith straight baseline systems are those
relating to the establishment of baselines for reference in measuring
the territorial sea, to bays, to historic waters, and to off-shore
islands and archipelagos.
The U.S. proposal pertaining to baselines on which to base
measurements of the territorial sea has been discussed earlier in this
chapter. It was evaluated in the words of its principal author;
... the problems involved in delimiting territorial vraters
should be studied objectively, from every aspect and especially that
of the navigator, with a view to simplicity, impartiality of results
and economy in publication. The American proposal is to be regarded
as a first attempt in that direction and it is to be hoped that it
may serve, when improved by constructive criticism, as the basis of
a definite system which may be found capable of general application. °
With regard to bays, the two methods of determining closing lines
and delimitation of territorial waters were offered as has been discussed
earlier. The American semi-circle rule and the French segmental method
.
varied as to the radius of the circle employed and its construction, but
both provided for a ten mile closing line. Host of the delegations at
the conference agreed "to a width of ten miles provided a system were
2
^Bogga, op. clt. , p, 555.
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simultaneously adopted under which slight indentations would not he
treated aa bays. "30 ^ shalowits points out,3xthe French proposal,
since it allowed for extremely shallow indentations, would appear in
variance with the consensus*
There was no agreement reached on hays, Strohl has tabulated
the a:
for definition of a bay was brought out clearly.
(b) The semi-circular rule was originated albeit within a con-
text that in itself was confusing and politically unworkable.
(c) The complexities of the problem came more clearly to be
appreciated. No doubt implicit in such appreciation was the germ
of an idea that codification of a law of bays was a task not to be
entrusted to jurists alone - - or for the matter, to technical ex*
perts along.32
It was obvious from the fact that opinions differed among the
three major powers present; Britain, Francs, and the United States;
that discussion was the most which could be hoped for from the Con.
ference, with regard to bays.
An interesting proposal was made with regard to "historic waters",
Schucking, the rapporteur of the subcommittee dealing with law of ths
territorial sea. The proposal provided for an International Waters
Office to register rights to such waters as well aa other rights
possessed by a riparian state to waters outside its territorial
3°Acts of the Conference, op. cit.
S^halowltz, op cit .
3 M.P. Strohl, The International Law of Bays (The Hague: Jiartinus
Niihoff, 1963,) P. 211.
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•2Le Second Committee of the Codification Conference notsd that
codification would not affect rights to "historic waters . "3^
Offshore islands ware, according to the report of the Second
Subcommittee (which treated territorial waters) were defined as separate
bodies of land, surrounded by water, which was permanently above the high
water mark. It approved the principle that an island has its own territo-
rial belt of waters. This report declined inclusion of such formations
only above the surface of the water at low tide as islands ,35 ^u^ indicated
that they should be considered in delineating the territorial sea when
they lie within the territorial sea. Although no convention was arrived
of reflecting these decisions, the report of this subcommittee has been
employed by the United States in defining its position in later discussions
•*b
An interest in archipelagos was evidenced prior to the Conference by
Schucking, who Included in the draft convention prepared for the Committee
of Experts, appointed by the League of Rations in 1$2^, the following
paragraph:
In the case of archipelagos, the constituent islands are considered
as forming a whole and the width of the territorial sea shall be measured
S^Acts of th i Conference, V, op .clt ., pp. 38-41 and 56*
3^Io id, Vol III, p. 105. """"
35lbid, V, p. 219.
36i)epartment of State letter, November 13, 1S51, ££• git.

"57
la replies to this proposal, several governments indicated that
they vouid be opposed to the acceptance of the archipelago as a single




island as an individual unit, having its
single belt of territorial waters could be drawn where the
distance between the islands or islets was not in excess of a certain
maximum.
c. Treatment of archipelagos as a whole where geographical
peculiarities so warranted.
None of these views prevailed over the others at the Conference,
where the question of archipelagos was referred, with other controversial
questions to the Second Subcommittee of the Second Committee of the. Second
Committee of the Conference. Lack of any agreement of archipelagos was
reflected in the findings of that group which were labeled "observations"
and were relatively sterile in language
:
With regard to a group of islands (archipelago) and islands
situated along the coast, the majority of the Sub
-.Committee was ofthe opinion that a distance of ten miles should be adopted as abasis for measuring the territorial sea outward in the direction of
the high sea ... The Sub
-Committee did not express any opinion
with regard to the nature of the waters Included within the group.38
Thus the 1930 Hague Conference can not be said to have produced
37gases of Discussion, Vol. V. op. cit., p. lk2.
Acts of the Conference, Vol. v., p. 219.
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any lasting a/p-oerrant on any issue pertaining to straight baseline
systems as a result of their deliberations. The records of the Baoes
of Discussion, the Reports of the Committees of the Conference and the
Acts of the Conference did, however, contain sufficient analysis and
treatment of these issues to provide a foundation for later deliverations
on these issues. The first such development to follow the 1930 Conference
which was to be of particular significance to the concept of straight
baselines was the Anglo-Horwegian Fisheries case.

CHAPTER IH
THE ANGLO-NORWEGIAN FISHERIES CASE
The 1930 Hague Conference had ruload oome interesting questions
l»ortlnant to the lav of the oca. Although no convention had bcon arrived
at, the Conference had been instrumental in baring the divergence of view-
point on issues related to a reference from which to measure the breadth
of the territorial sea. The issue of straight baselines had been mention-
ed, but had not developed into an international legal problem. The related
issues - bays, archipelagos, offshore islands -were discussed.
Straight baseline systems were to gain prominence as a result
of a Judicial test of the Norwegian system^ . This test was the
Anglo -Norwegian Fisheries case, on which the International Court of
Justice rendered judgement on December 18, 1951*
I. BASIC ISSUES
The Anglo -Norwegian Fisheries case came to be tried by the
International Court of Justice an a result of an application by the
Government of the United Kingdom submitted on September 28, 19^9; which
asked for a test of legality under principles of international law of





of the Government of Norway on July 12, 1935 • The zone existed along the
coast of Norway north of Latitude 66 28.8* North and was formed by a
series of perpendiculars dravn from the outer islands and rocks along
the Norwegian coast known as the skaergaard, and from baselines drawn
between these islands. The baselines thus established the reference for
a four mile belt of territorial waters.
The Application by the United Kingdom accepted compulsory Jurisdic-
tion of the Court under Article 36, paragraph 2 of the Charter of the
United nations and asked the Court:
(a) to declare the principles of international law to be applied
in defining the base-lines, by reference to which the Norwegian Govern-
ment is entitled to delimit a fisheries zone, extending to seaward k sea
miles from those lines and exclusively reserved for its own nationals,
and to define the said base-lines in so far as it appears necessary, in
light of the arguments of the parties, in order to avoid further legal
difference between them;
(b) to award damages to the Government of the United Kingdom in
respect of all interferences by the Norwegian authorities with British
fishing vessels outside the zone which, in accordance with the Court's
decision under (a), the Norwegian Government is entitled to reserve for
its nationals .2
The Court, in reviewing the arguments of the United Kingdom and
Norway, defined the real issues as contained in points (12) and (13) of
the United Kingdom conclusions, namely:
(12) That Norway is not entitled, as against the United Kingdom,
to enforce any claims to waters not contained in the preceding principles*
As between Norway and the United Kingdom, waters off the coast of Norway
^International Court of Justice, Reports ( 1951)
,
(The Eague: International Court of Justice, 1951), pp. 113-119.
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north of ^al 66 22.8* N., which are not Norwegian "by virtue of
the swerve A priadplef are high sea-s.
(13) That the Norwegian Royal Decree of 12th July, 1935, is not
enforceable against the United Kingdom to the extent that it claims
as Norwegian waters (internal or territorial waters) areas of water
not covered by Nos. (I) - (II).
3
Points I-II referred to in the conclusions by the United Kingdom
outline the concept of delineation of territorial waters adhered to by
the United Kingdom, They constitute the basis for the United Kingdom
claim. They are, therefore quoted as the United Kingdom position on
baselines at the outset of the Anglo-Norwegian Fisheries case
:
(1) That Norway is entitled to a belt of territorial waters of
fixed breadth — that breadth cannot, as a maximum,exceed h sea miles.
(2) That, in consequence, the outer limit of Norway's territorial
waters rust never be more than 4 sea miles from come point on the
base-line.
(3) That, subject to Nos. (k) , (9), and (10) below, the base-line
must be the low-water mark on permanently dry land (which is part of
Norwegian territory), or the proper closing line (see No. (7) below)
of Norwegian internal waters.
(k) That, where there is a low-tide elevation situated within k
sea miles of permanently dry land, or the proper closing line of
Norwegian waters, the outer limit of Norwegian territorial waters
may be k sea miles from the outer edge (at low tide) of this low
tide elevation. In no other case may a low-tide elevation be taken
into account.
(5) That Norway is entitled to claim as Norwegian internal waters,
on historic grounds, all fjords and sunds which fall within the con-
ception of a bay as defined in international law, whether the proper
entrance to the indentation is more or less than 10 sea miles wide.
^I.C.J. Reports , op . clt ., pp. 121-123
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(6) That the definition of a bay in international law 18 a
veil-marked indentation, whose penetration inland is in such
proportion to the width of its mouth as to constitute the in-
dentation more than a mere curvature of the coast,
(7) That, where an area of water is a bay, the principle which
determines where a closing line should be, is that a closing line
should be drawn between the natural geographic entrance points
where the indentation ceases to have the configuration of a bay.
(8) That a legal strait is any strait which connects two portions
of the high seas.
(9) (a) That Norway is entitled to claim as Norwegian waters, on
historic grounds, all the waters of the fjords and sunds which have
the character of legal straits.
(b) Whore the maritime belts drawn from each shore overlap
at each end of the strait, the limit of territorial waters is formed
by the outer rims of these two maritime belts. Where, however, the
maritime belts so drawn do not overlap, the limit follows the outer
rims of each of these wo maritime belts, until they intersect with
the straight line, Joining the natural entrance points of the strait,
after which intersection of the limit follows that straight line.
(10) That, in the case of the Vestfjord, the outer limit of
Norwegian waters, at the southwesterly end of the fjord, is the
pecked green line shown on Charts Nos. 8 and 9 of annex 35 of the
reply.
(11) That Norway, by virtue of her historic title to fjords and
sunds (see Nos. (5) and (9) above), is entitled to claim, either as
internal or as territorial waters, the areas of water lying between
the island fringe and the mainland of Norway, In order to determine
what areas must be deemed to lie between the Island fringe and the
mainland, and whether these waters are internal or territorial waters,
the principles of (6), (7), (8), and (9)(b) must be applied to the
Indentations between the island fringe and the mainland — those areas
which lie in indentations having the character of bays, and within the
proper closing linos thereof, being deemed as internal waters; and
those areas which lie in Indentations having the character of legal





op. cit., pp. 121-122.
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Of these points, the first two refer to the extent of the
territorial sea of Norway. This was considered by the Court as
acknowledged in the course of the proceedings and not relevant to
the issue to be addressed. A final point of the United Kingdom con-
clusions related to compensation to the United Kingdom for arrests of
British fishing vessels since the l6th of September, 1946, in such areas
found to be high seas by the Judgement of the Court. The two governments
agreed to defer treatment of this question to subsequent settlement, should
it apply.
The Norwegian position was stated quite simply:
Having regard to the fact that the Norwegian Royal Decree of
July 12th, 1935* is not inconsistent with the rules of international
law binding upon Norway, and
having regard to the fact that Norway possesses, in any event,
an historic title to all the waters Included within the limits laid
down by that decree,
May it please the Court,
in one single judgement, rejecting ail submissions to the contrary,
to adjudge and declare that the delimitation of the fisheries zone
fixed by the Norwegian Royal Decree of July 12th 1935 » is not contrary
to international law.
5
Here, then were the issues, which could really be reduced to the
submission of the Norwegian Government. In treating the Issues, however,
the British interpretation of the international law relating to the de-
limitation of the territorial sea, Involving the entire spectrum of Issues
'I.C.J. Reports , op . clt ., pp. 123-124.
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associated with an irregular coastline, bad of necessity to be addressed.
This brought into the deliberations of the Court treatment of concepts
involving bays, straits, historic waters and the basic issue of the
validity of a straight baseline system as a reference for measuring
the breadth of territorial waters.
In its Judgement, the Court was to treat, or discount, as it
deemed appropriate, all of these Issues,
II. JUDGEMENT OF THE COURT
The historic background of the Fisheries case was extensive.
The Court was able to establish that British fishermen has refrained
from fishing in Norwegian coastal waters from as far back a3 l6lo —
until I906. Beginning with a few vessels off Eastern Finnemarek in 1906
and greater number of these vessels in 1908 and onwards, the use of these
waters by British fishermen with modern and powerful gear, caused the
Norwegian Government, based on complaints of local populace, to take
measures to specify the limits within which fishing was prohibited
to foreigners. The seizure of a British fishing vessel in 1911 served
as impetus for the beginning of negotiations between the two governments.
The First V7orld War caused these conversations to be interrupted.
Incidents occurred after the war and although conversations
between the two governments were resumed in 1924, both the tempo of
British fishing activity and the arrests occasioned thereby increased,
culminating in a memorandum from the British Government to that of
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Norway complaining that the baselines used to delimit the Norwegian
fisheries zone were unjustified. On July 12th, 1935, the Royal Decree
by Norway delimited the fisheries zone north of Latitude 66 28.8*
North along the Norwegian coast.
In negotiations resulting directly from the enactment of the
Royal Decree, the United Kingdom sought solution of differences on
an urgent basis. It was during these discussions that the possibility
of referring the case to the Permanent Court of International Justice
was raised. In the interim, Norway agreed to deal leniently with British
fishing vessels. By 19^8, no agreement had been reached by the two
governments, and Norway began to rigidly enforce the 1935 decree. As
a result of this action, the Application to the International Court of
Justice was made by the United Kingdom.
The Royal Decree of 1935 was based on previous decrees of 1812,
1869, 1881, and 1889. It provided:
Lines of delimitation towards the high sea of the Norwegian
fisheries zone as regards that part of Norway which is situated north-
ward of 66 28.8' North latitude .... shall run parallel with
straight base -lines drawn between fixed points on the mainland, on
islands or rocks, starting from the final point of the boundary line
of the Realm in the eastern part of Varangerfjord and going as far as
Traena in the County of Nordland."
The United Kingdom allegations, in points (3) and (4), indicated
that the reference for the territorial sea should be permanently dry
land, or a low tide elevation within k nautical miles of the coast, or
permanently dry land. The Court discounted the point involving four




miles, indicating that ther© vas no issue since no land points where used
by Norway which were not within four miles of permanently dry land.?
Further, it was cited:
The Court has no difficulty in finding that, for the purpose of
measuring the breadth of the territorial sea, it is the low-water mark
as opposed to the high-water mark, or the mean between the two, which
has generally been adopted in the practice of states.^
It was apparent to the Court that the Norwegian system was tha
crux of tha dispute. This involved point (8) of the Application by the
Government of the United Kingdom, as opposed to the Royal Decree of 1935 •
Under point (8), it clearly stated:
The subject of the dispute i3 the validity or otherwise under
international law of the lines of delimitation of the Norwegian fish-
eries zone laid down by the Royal Decree of 1935 for that part of
Norway situated northward of 66 28.8 • North Latitude.
and further on:
. . . the question at issue between the two governments is
whether the lines prescribed by the Royal Decree of 1935 as the base
lines for the delimitation of the fisheries zone have or have not been
drawn in accordance with the applicable rules of International law .9
Thus baselines became the main issue. The Court sought to investi-










Straight baselines ware adjudged by the Court to be the most
applicable method of delimiting the territorial sea for the coast in
question, because of the extreme irregularities of the skaergaard; The
United Kingdom advanced the argument that the preferable method was the
arcs of circles^ method or courbe tangente » The Court pointed out the
difficulty in using this method to delimit the territorial sea in the
case of the Norwegian coast and the fact that the method was an innova-
tion introduced by the United States at the 1930 Hague Conference.
Additionally, it noted that the arcs of circles method was not
ccligLtorj r i^*-er=a fc.i.cr&l law. Tr^-^s ys-r-c.ll.e 1.5 , ct follctflag
the sinuosities of the coast vas considered inapplicable to the very
irregular coast and since the United Kingdom, during the proceedings,
had abandoned its early espousal of this method, it also vas dismissed
by the Court. In addressing the straight baseline method, the Court
stated that it adhered to the accepted principle that the belt of
territorial waters must follow the general direction of the coast
and that:
... in order to apply this principle, several states have deemed
it necessary to follow the straight baselines method and that they have
not encountered objections of principle by other states.
H
In its Judgement, the Court based much of its rationale with regard
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have not encountered objections of principle by other states". The
elements of the judgement can be divided between this approach to the
straight baseline method and the discussion of "historic waters", bays
and straits.
The Norwegian system, according to the Court, is founded on the
Royal Decree of February 22nd, 1812, which said:
We wish to lay down as a rule that, in all cases when there is
a question of determining the limit of our territorial sovereignty
at sea, that limit shall be reckoned at a distance of one ordinary.
sea league from the island or islet farthest from the mainland, not
covered by the sea; of which all proper authorities shall be informed
by rescript. 12
The Korwegian Royal Decree of October l6th, IS69, delimited Sunmore,
based on the 1812 decree, involving a straight line of 2$ miles between
the two outermost points of the skaergaard. A decree of September 9th,
I889, related to the delimitation of Romsdal and Hordmore and employed
a like method, involving four straight lines, of 14.7, 7> 23.6 and 11.6
miles in length. From these decrees and the statements of reasons which
accompanied them, a system began to evolve, Significant to the Judgement
of the Court is the quote from the Statement of Reasons of the 1869
decree stating:
My Ministry assumes that the general rule mentioned above
(namely, the four mile rule), which is recognized by international




led here in such a way that the sea area insIda
a lir m parallel to a straight line between the two outermost
islands or rocks not covered by the sea, Svinoy to the south and
Storholmen to the north, and ono geographical league north-west of
that straight line, should be considered Norwegian maritime terri-
tory.13
It is the Statement of Reasons quoted that the Court felt eluci-
dated all the elements of the Norwegian system, that is:
a. Base -points located on islands or islets farthest from the
mainland
.
b. Straight baselines connecting the base -points without
specification as to the maximum length these baselines could have.
Having revealed the foundations of the system, the Court turned
to historical evidence which would indicate reiteration of this system
to other nations and acceptance of the system by those other nations.
Briefly, these included;
a. The San Juat case in 193^ which upheld the Norwegian system
and discounted the applicability of the arcs of circles method.
b. Correspondence between Norway and France of December 21,
I869 , where the Norwegian Governmsnt described the straight baseline
system and the Frence apparently accepted the fisheries zone so defined.





15 To id., p. 136
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Fisheries Convention of 1882 since it would have challenged the Nor-
vegi&a fisheries aone delimitation.1^
d. The lack of any opposition to the delimitation of Norwegian
territorial waters during the period following the 1812 to the British
complaint of 1933 , followed by the Applicationof 1946.
The United Kingdom charged inconsistency in the delimitation of
Norwegian territorial waters,, citing a series of documents circa 1906-
1910. The Court disallowed such allegation and affixed the contention
of the United Kingdom as a misunderstanding of the term "low-water
mark" which that government interpreted as pertaining to system where-
by this mark would be employed to follow every sinuosity of the coast.
The Norwegian government, however, employed this term merely as the




With regard to the straight baseline system, the Judgement treated
two points; first, that of knowledge of the system by the United Kingdom;
and second, that of the system with regards to the principles of inter-
national law. The Court, speaking in the present tense, noted:
. . . that in respect of a situation which could only be
strengthened with the passage of time, the United Kingdom





The notoriety of the facts, the general toleration of the inter-
national community, Qreat Britain's position in the Korth Sea, her
own interest in the question, and her prolonged abstention would in
any case warrant Norway's enforcement of her system against the
United Kingdom.
The Court is thus led to conclude that the method of straight
lines, established in the Norwegian system, was imposed by the
peculiar geography of the Norwegian coast; that even before the
dispute arose, this method had been consolidated by a constant and
sufficiently long practice, in the face of which the attitude of
governments bears witness to the fact that they did not consider
it to be contrary to international law. 2-'?
Historic Waters and Bays,
In the judgement with regard to contestations of individual
baselines by the United Kingdom, historic waters and bays were treated.
The general character of sunds and fjords as historic waters had been
admitted by the United Kingdom in its conclusions. ' Two sectors were
addressed in the proceedings; the Svaerholthavet and the Lopphavet.
The issue involved with regard to Svaerholthavet was whether
or not the basin between Cape Nordkyn and North Cape, located at
the northernmost portions of the Norwegian coast, was a bay. The
United Kingdom relied on the definition set forth in point (6) of
her conclusions, namely, that the width of the bay was too great
in relation to its inland penetration to constitute the character of
IS
a bay. On this point, Strohl has pointed out that this is one of
the matters which remained unfinished at the end of the 1930 Hague
17Ibid., p. 139.
l8
Strohl, op. cit., p.
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Conference. The Court, in disagreeing with the United Kingdom view,
allowed that although the penetration inland of this basin was only
11.5 nautical miles whereas the width was 38.6 nautical miles, "the
basin in question must be contemplated in light of all the geographic
factors involved."^ Here, the Jutting peninsulas on each side of the
basin were alluded to, thus making distances of 50 and 75 miles inland
as the measure between the disputed baseline and the inland penetration.
The ruling, as a result was: "The Court concludes that the Svaerholt
20has the character of a bay."
An interesting point here is that the Court essentially accepted
the United Kingdom definition of a bay, while applying it in a manner
to override the objection to the basin in question.
With regard to Lopphavet, the Court ruled that the baseline was
not in variance with the system since it followed the general direction
of the coastline. The claim to the waters involved, as historic waters,
was able to be traced to the end of the 17th century when the exclusive
right to fish and hunt whales was granted. It was further established
.
that the 1935 Decree in fact delineated a much smaller fishing ground
than that reserved before l6l2. On this basis, the Court found that










III. INDIVIDUAL OPINIONS - THEIR IMPORT
There can be no doubt that the Judgement of the International
Court of Justice in the Anglo-Norwegian Fisheries Case was a momentous
one
. Although the Norwegian system may be argued to be a very special
case and one which related to a unique coastline, the judgement set a
precedent in its approval of the straight baseline concept. The de-
cision was not unanimous. Of the fourteen Judges presiding, two
dissented:
that the method employed for the delimitation of the fisheries
zone by the Royal Norwegian Decree of July 12th, 1935* Is not con-
trary to international law . . .22
There were four dissensions
:
that the base-lines fixed by the said Decree in application
of this method are not contrary to international law.23
There were two individual opinions and two dissenting opinions
appended to the Judgement. Judges Alvarez and Esu Mo rendered individual
opinions and Sir Arnold McNair and J.E. Read rendered dissenting opinions,
The dissenting opinions vary only slightly in their disagreement-,
with the Judgement. Judge KcSair dissented on all points involved in
the Norwegian system, the straight baseline system, and the use of clos-
ing lines for bays which exceeded 10 mile3 including that of VestfJord.





and vestfjord, but did not accept either the straight baseline system
or the concept of use of straight baselines.
Judge Esu Mo, although agreeing with the judgement of the Court
that the Norwegian system was not contrary to international law, felt
that it was not in all Cases in conformity with this law. Specifically,
he felt that the use of baselines in the case of Lopphavet and Svaer-
holthavet were examples of straight baselines which could not be Justi-
fied.
Judge Alvarez gave perhaps the most far reaching opinion. He
endeavored to place the proceedings and the judgement in the perspec-
tive of the changes which had been experienced by the international system
since the Permanent Court of International Justice sat, and in the light
of the manner in which he considered international law to be developed.
This was perhaps the most telling criticism of the position taken by
the United Kingdom, Ee stated:
Up to the present, this juridical conscience of peoples has
been reflected in conventions, customs, and the opinions of
qualified Jurists.
But profound changes have occurred in this connection, Con-
ventions continue to be a very important form for the expression
of the juridical conscience of peoples, but they generally lay
down only new principles, as was the case with the Convention
on genocide. On the other hand, customs tend to disappear as
the result of the rapid changes of modern international life]
and a new case strongly stated may be sufficient to render obsolete
an ancient custom. - Customary law, to which such frequent reference




The further means by which the juridical conscience of peoples
stay be exprcseed e.t tha present til .utiono of diplo-
matic assemblies, particularly those of the United Nations and
especially the decisions of the International Court of Justice.
Reference must also be made to the recent legislation of certain
countries, the resolutions of the great associations devoted to
the study of the law of nations, the works of the Codification
Commission set up by the United Nations, and finally, the
opinions of qualified jurists.
These are the new elements on which the new international law,
still in the process of formation, will bs founded. This law will
consequently, have a character different from that of traditional
or classical international law, which has prevailed to the present
time. 21*
Judge Alvarez had termed the judgement an important one, to all
states as well as the parties. The astuteness of this observation has
become apparent in the period since the rendering of the decision in this
case. Particularly, during the United Nations Conference on the Law of
the Sea, to be discussed in the next chapter, was the impact of this
decision on all states Indicated.
24Ibid., pp. 148-149.

IV. TBS UNITED NATIOKS CONFERENCE ON THE LAW OF THE SEA
When eighty-six nations convened at Geneva on February 2k, 1958,
for the United Nations Conference on the Lav of the Sea, they undertook
the most ambitious agenda ever to be attempted by nations dealing with
the law of the sea. Where the 1930 Hague Conference had treated only
the territorial sea in its dealings vith the law of the sea, the
Geneva Conference of 1958 had, by the time of its adjournment, dealt
vith all aspects of that lav. The subjects of the four conventions
vhich emerged are testimony to the scope of the achievements: (l)
the territorial sea and contiguous zone; (2) the high seas; (3)
fishing and conservation of living resources of the high seas; (k)
the continental shelf. Of these, the first dealt with by the confer-
ence dealt with issues pertinent to straight baseline systems. It
was dealt vith by the First Committee of the Conference, whose work
will be discussed in this chapter.
I. OUTLOOK: THE CONFERENCE OPENS
The First Committee, charged with drafting a convention on
the territorial sea and contiguous sons, met on February 26th, 1958*
It was not long after the preliminary organisational business had
been completed that it became evident that a major underlying con-
troversy existed between the smaller, emerging and less developed
nations and the maritime nations. The issue involved was the re-

k2.
conciliation of quests for sovereignty over contiguous sea areas by
the smaller nations with the desire expressed by the maritime nations
for freedom of the seas.
One finds in the preliminary remarks made at the meetings of the
First Committee repeated references to the new forces existing in the
world which have changed the outlook from that of the traditional law
of the sea. Analogous to the anti -colonialism in the General Assembly
of the United Nations, these smaller and for the most part, non-mari-
time nations challenged the hitherto widely accepted three mile rule
for the breadth of the territorial sea, sought extension of their
sovereignty over adjacent sea areas in a manner reminiscent of the
cry of these nations for voice in all international forums. To a
great extent, this quest was motivated by a desire to gain assurance
that the resources of the seas Off their shores would be preserved for
the use of their people, many of whom depended heavily on the sea as
a major source of protein. There were, in addition, references to
enhancement of security in fixing rules for delimiting the territorial
sea, and the reference on which such measurement was to be based.
During the initial meetings, it became evident that the judge-,
ment of the International Court of Justice in the Anglo-Norwegian
Fisheries case was to play an important role in the Convention which
would be drafted by this Conference. During the early meetings, no
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less than 17 delegates expressed the opinion that baselines were an
important issue and 16 referred to the necessity for treating bays.
There was a constructive aspect to the remarks of many of the
delegates, vho realized the difficulties which would be faced in
reaching any agreement on the more controversial Issues related to
their task. The Brazilian delegate, Gilberto Amado, cogently suggested:
. . . the Conference should perhaps consider the idea of separa-
ting the question of fisheries from that of fisheries and conserva-
tion.^-
He further pointed out the futility of attempting to solve the
problem by measures which tended to extend the limits of absolute
sovereignty exercised by states over their territorial sea.
The other extreme, that of narrow parochiality, was demonstrated
by Dr. Alberto Ulloa Sotomayor, the Peruvian delegate, who in his in-
itial remarks poured forth a rather impassioned defense of the 200
mile breadth of territorial sea claimed by his country, indicting the
major powers for their concern for freedom of the sea in peace while
2
abusing that freedom in time of war.
The basic document with which the First Committee was supplied
was a Draft Convention adopted by the International Law Commission
3
at its eighth session. This document contained several articles of
^United Rations , United Rations Conference on the Law of the Sea
,
Vol. Ill, First Committee (Territorial Sea and Contiguous Zone), A/Conf
,
33739litev YorYT "United Nations, 19$8),""p7 5T
Ibid., p. 6.
3lbid., Document A. 3159> PP. 209-211.

particular significance to the question of straight baseline systems.
Impinging on this question was Article 4, Normal Baseline; Article 5,
Straight Baselines; Article 7> Drying Rocks and Shoals
;
Article 15 >
Kir;;,!.. od Innocent Passage
»
Of these, perhaps the most basic to this
discussion is Article 5s
1. Where circumstances necessitate a special regime because
the coast is deeply indented or cut into or because there are
islands in its immediate vicinity, the baseline may be independent
of the low-water mark. In these cases, the method of straight
baselines joining appropriate points may be employed. The drawing
of such baselines must not depart from the general direction of
the coast, and the sea areas lying within the lines must be
sufficiently closely linked to the land domain to be subject to
the regime of internal waters. Account may nevertheless be
taken, where necessary, of economic interests peculiar to a
region, the reality and importance of which are clearly evidence
by long usage. Baselines shall not be drawn to and from drying
. shoals
.
2. The coastal State shall give due publicity to the straight
baselines drawn by it.
3. Where the establishment of a straight baseline has the
effect of enclosing as internal waters areas which previously
had been considered as part of the territorial sea or of the
high seas, a right of innocent passage, as defined in Article
15, through these waters shall be recognized by the coastal State
in those cases where the waters have normally been used for inter-
national traffic.
The influence of the Judgement of the International Court in
the Anglo-Norwegian Fisherle, i case is obvious in this article
•
Closely related to the straight baselines issue both in the
Fisheries case and in the Conference was the problem of bays. The
draft article 7 vas broad in tenor, but set forth 15 miles as the
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acceptab of a closing lino for bays and left conspicuously
finition of an "historic bay". In their opening remarks
the delegates commented on the former of these and alluded to the
latter. The historic bay issue appeared to be of particular interest
to the Panamanian and Saudi Arabian delegates. Mr, Rubio of Panama and
Shukairi of Saudi Arabia brought up this point early in the con-
ference. Panama eventually introduced a proposal, later to withdraw
it to join with India in drafting a resolution which asked that the
General Assembly arrange for a study of the Juridical regime of
historic bays.^
II. PROGRESS; T2E CONFERENCE AT WORK
.
Straight Baselines .
In the early stages of the Conference, straight baselines had
n mentioned repeatedly and it become apparent that despite the
relative newness of the concept to international law, it had been
generally accepted by all nations commenting. There was, however,
considerable difference of opinion on the extension of such systems




, A/Conf. 13/c.l/L.158/rev.l, p. 252: . The study was
completed in 1§62 and is contained as Doc. A/CU. 4/1^3 in International




-ly la the conference, It vas decided that the lew-crater line
vould constitute the normal baseline, The straight baseline system of
the Anglo~ffon;egian Fisheries Judgement emerged in general, but reference
to this system as a special rcK-ir? was deleted. The United Kingdom sought
to affix a maximum length of 10 miles for baselines in a straight baseline'
systern. The second sentence of the British proposal for Article 5 was
provedj -ended, providing for a 15 mile limit on the length of
baselines. The portion of the Article dealing with such length then
ere justified on historic grounds or imposed by the peculiar
coast concerned, the length of the straight baseline
provided for in paragraph 1 shall not exceed fifteen miles.
5
On review of the First Committee Report at the Plenary Meeting of
;, the Canadian delegate pointed that the fifteen mile
maximum constituted an arbitrary limit and that such a provision vas
neither necessary nor desirable, since the decision of the International
Court of Justice in the Anglo-Norwegian Fisheries case had established
the jurisprudence and defined the circumstances in which cases coming
under paragraph 2 might be considered. To depart from such legal bases
vould be undesirable.
The Union of Soviet Socialistic Republic and Indonesian delegates
spoke in support of the Canadian proposal for a separate vote on this
paragraph. The Conference voted to delete it and to retain the remainder
of the wording of article £,
5Ibid., A/Conf, 13/C.l/L.l6S/Add. 1, Annex, p. 25$.
°United ligations, United Nations Conference on the Lav of the Sea,




The prohibition in the draft Convention, Article 5> which pre-
vented the drawing of baselines from drying rocks and shoals caused
considerable discussion. Britain and the Netherlands supported retention
of this restriction. In a proposal by the United States, deletion of this
restriction was recommended on the grounds that three of the base -points
of the Norwegian system were drying rocks and that the findings of the
International Court of Justice in the Fisheries case were in variance
with the restriction for that reason. l
A related proposal by the Mexican delegation provided that:
Baselines shall not be drawn to and from rocks, shoals or other
elevations which are above water at low tide only, unless light-
houses or aimilar installations which are permanently above sea
level have been built on them.*5
This amendment was adopted by the Committee as part of the ap-
proved amendments.
Bays.
Closely related to straight baseline systems is the issue of
bays . In the Fisheries dispute they figured intimately in the
Norwegian system.^ The two points pertaining to bays which were
addressed at the Geneva Conference of 195$ were the length of the
closing line and the definition of the historic bay. The latter has







been discussed above. The closing line issue became a contest between
the traditional maritime powers and the emerging nations, the latter sup-
ported by the communist nations. The maritime nations favored the ten
mile closing line, based on the practical consideration of normal vision
at sea. Proposals of other nations did not indicate a consensus as to
any single length, though all agreed to a "greater than ten mile" version,
The Draft by the International Law Commission proposed fifteen miles as
a closing line, but the feelings of the nations represented appeared
to be divided among those who advocated the ten mile line and those
who advocated some length greater than fifteen miles (twenty-four or
more). The Soviet Uni6n, Poland and Bulgaria went so far as to offer
a three power proposal1^- to make closing line3 at maximum eighty miles
in length. This appeared to be a counterploy to "twenty-four" miles
12
suggested by Guatemala. The three country proposal, as amended by
the Guatemalan proposal, was adopted by a margin of four votes. This
could be considered a significant victory for the advocates of a
twelve mile breadth for the territorial sea, from which the twenty-four
mile closing line was derived.
Islands.
The question of islands was treated in two ways. First, the
10
A/Conf
.13/39, op_. clt., p. 209.
X1Ibid
.
, Document A/Conf . 13/C . l/L/l03
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^Ibid., Document A/Conf .I3/CI/L.IO5, p. U5.
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definition of what an island consisted of wa3 set forth.
The Draft of the International Lav Commission stated:
Every island has its own territorial sea. An island is an
area of land, surrounded by water, which in normal circumstances
is permanently above the high water mark. 3-3
The problems of islands in the territorial sea were pointed
out by the Burmese delegation. Their concern was that in some situations
t
an island of one state would possibly lie within the territorial sea of
Ik
another state. A proposal was introduced to modify the first sentence
of the draft to provide for the"median line" solution in such cases.
The United States delegation, however, pointed out the inapplicability
of the concept that each island might have its own territorial sea
where it lay within a straight baseline. Further, it was proposed
that emphasis be made on the necessity for an island to be a "natural
formation". This would preclude extension of the territorial sea
"merely by creating artificial *areas of land* beyond their established
limits".^
The Article, by the United States proposal read:
An island is a naturally-formed area of land, surrounded by
water, which is above water at high tide* The low-tide line on
an island may be used as a baseline.16
13Ibid
., A/3159, P. 210
^Jbid., A/Conf. 13/C.1/L/3, p. 212.
^ Ibid
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The last sentence of this paragraph was deleted by the United
..es on eoaaant by the French delegate that it vas in conflict with
the proposal by the United States on Article k which stated that the
baseline was the low-tide line "on the mainland".^ The Burmese pro-
posal was rejected.
Archipsiag03 .
Although it had not been addressed in the Draft provided by the
International Law Commission, the Indonesian delegate expressed the
opinion that the Conference should discuss the application of straight
baseline systems to archipelagos.-^ His initial mention of this was
a rather cursory one. It was after the remarks of Arthur Dean, the
United States delegate, that the depth of Indonesian feeling on this
subject became known. Mr. Dean stated, in effect:
The Committee should bear in mind that whatever was added to an
individual State's territorial waters must inevitably be subtracted
from the high seas, the common property of all nations. For example,
if islands were treated as archipelagos according to the straight base,
line system, then areas of the high seas formerly used by ships of all
countries would be unilaterally claimed as territorial waters or possi.
bly internal waters. It would be a misnomer to describe such restric-
tions on the free use of the high seas as "progressive" measures. His
delegation was ready to listen \?ith understanding to' the views of
others, but hoped that the views of the Maritime Powers would likewise
receive full and fair consideration.^
This was taken as an affront by the Indonesian delegate, wno
^Ibid







responded at a subsequent session. He repeated his reference to the
neglect of archipelagos in discussions on delimitation of the territo-
rial sea and indicated the complexity of attempting to ascertain the
limits of the territorial sea where some 13,000 islands vere involved.
He advanced the thesis:
. . . an archipelago being essentially a body of water studded
with islands rather than islands with water around them. The de-
limitation of its territorial sea had to be approached from a differ-
ent angle. In the opinion of the Indonesian government, an archi-
pelago should be regarded as a single unit, the water between and
around the islands forming an integral whole with the land territory.
The approach of the Indonesian government was not new. It had
Pibeen treated extensively at the 1930 Hague Conference" by various
international law authorities. Typical of these are those of the
International Law Association by Judge Alvarez in 1924 and of the
American Institute of International Law in 1926. Judge Alvarez stated:
.ere there are archipelagos the islands thereof shall be
considered a whole, and the extent of the territorial waters laid
down in Article k shall be measured from the islands most distant
from the centre of the archipelago .22
The American Institute of International Law proposed;
In the case of an archipelago, the islands and ksys • composing
it shall be considered as forming a unit and the extent of territo-
20Ibid., p. 4-5.
21United nations, United Rations Conference on the Law of the
Sea, Official Records, Vol. I. Prcr^ratcry Documents, A7Conf .1375*7*
XGeneva: United nations, 1959 )> PP. 289-302.
22
Report of 33rd Conference of the International Law Association,
p. 226, cited in Ibid., p. 291.
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rial waters referred to in Article 5 shall be measured from the
islands farthest from the center of the Archipelago.23
Absent from these statements was any reference to a maximum
length for a baseline. Opinion on the subject of a maximum length
was divided in the International law Commission. In that body,
Professor J.P.A, Francois proposed certain provisions for archi-
pelagos, introducing the idea of a maximum length for baselines.
Such a concept was obviously in variance with the International Court of
Justice, which had dismissed the idea of a maximum length for baselines
in the Fisheries case. It is significant that the treatment of the sub-
ject was omitted from later drafts of the proposed convention. The In-
donesian delegation did not revive the issue of archipelagos at the
conference
•
On March 26th, however, the Yugoslav delegation introduced a
proposal which would have added two paragraphs to Article 10 to take
into account archipelagos:
2. The provisions of articles k and 5 also apply to islands.
3. The method referred to in article 5> of straight baselines
joining appropriate points on the coast of islands facing the high
seas shall be applied in the same way to groups of islands distant
from the coast. The areas within such lines and islands shall be
considered as internal waters of the islands
,
25
On April 1, 1958 , the Philippine delegation introduced an
amendment to Article 5 which would have taken into account archipelagos.
^American Journal of International Law, Spec. Supp. 20, 1926,




.13/39, op. cit ., Document A/Conf. I3/C.I/L.59, p. 227.
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It presented tvo versions, the primary of which read:
The method of straight baselines shall also be applied to
archipelagos, lying off the coast, whose component parts are
sufficiently close to one another to form a compact whole and
have historically been considered collectively as a single unit.
The baselines shall be drawn along the coast of the outermost
islands, following the general configuration of the archipelago.
The waters within such baselines shall be considered as internal
waters .26
The Philippine delegation withdrew this proposal on April 15th,
1953* Subsequently, on April 17th, the Yugoslav delegation withdrew its
proposal relative to paragraph 3; ^ a result of the withdrawal of the
Philippine proposal. The Danish delegation reintroduced the Yugoslav
proposal, but after discussion which indicated that the conference would
not support it, again withdrew it.
The United Kingdoa, supported by Yugoslavia, pointed out the
complexity of the archipelago question, causing its failure of solution
both by the 1930 Eague Conference and by the International Law Commission.
Further, it stated:
~J — -- ---
to coastal archipelagos, some of which were compact groups of islands
with overlapping territorial sea, while others were widely scattered.
The. application of the principle embodied in the former Yugoslav
proposal to widely scattered groups would enclose huge areas of water
wholly out of proportion with the land area. Hor would the position
be greatly simplified by the new limit to the length of straight
baselines stipulated in Article 5* for wholly artificial baselines
might be drawn between mere reefs and atolls. In those circumstances,
the United Kingdom delegation would prefer to see the matter held








Archipelagos, the, became one of the untreated Issues in the
Convention on the Territorial Sea and Contiguous Zone.
Innocent Passage .
Wherever the territorial sea or internal waters exist, innocent
^sage is a recurrent problem. It is particularly acute where the
limits of either the territorial sea or internal waters may be changed
extensively as in the case of the application of a straight baseline
system. The draft of paragraph 3 of Article 5 was on the whole accepted.2°
In the final draft, it became paragraph 2 of a new article 5 J
Where the establishment of a straight baseline in accordance
with Article k has the effect of enclosing as inland waters areas
which had previously been considered as part of the territorial
sea or of the high seas, a right, of innocent passage as provided
in articles Ik to 23, shall exist in those waters.
The question of what could be construed as innocent passage was
a more complex one. In the context of fishing vessels, it was decided
after much discussion to relate passage of these vessels to such lavs
and regulations a coastal State might make and publish. This approach
was taken after it was realized that there was much variance among
states or practice related to foreign fishing vessels. Kon-innocent
passage in relation to fishing vessels was directly related to engaging
^°U.S. Congress, Senate, Four Conventions and an Optional
Protocol
,
Formulated at the United Kationg Conference on the Law of
Sea
, Executives J through N, 55th Cong. 1st Sess. (Washington:
Government Printing Office, 1959)* P» 15.






particularly with modern gear quickly dropped
and retrieved > discussion centered about the inadvisability of attempting
to do this by use of an international convention. •*
The general meaning of innocent passage was more elusive. The
final draft indicated:
Passage is innocent so long as it is not prejudicial to the
peace, good order, and security of the coastal State.3°
Submarines in particular were singled cut. The traditional
fear of submarines as a threat to security and the more practical
consideration that they can constitute .a danger to navigation was
pointed out. The Danish delegate expressed this fear:
Submarines might be a serious danger both to navigation and
to the security of the coastal State unless they surfaced while
proceeding through narrow strait ig Danish government has
always considered that the passage of submarines was not innocent
did not navigate on the surface while passing through
srritorial waters. Since it was common knowledge that with
the advent of atomic energy, commercial submarines might come
into service, his delegation would prefer to see paragraph 5
retained in Article 15.3^
It is Interesting that it did not occur to the Conference that
some true submersible© might not be designed for efficient speeds on the
surface, but for submerged operation. The article as contained in the
29rpid
., p . 17.
3°A/Coaf
.13/39, £P. cit., pp. 76-77.
3 Ibid., p. 112. Paragraph 5 related to passage of submarines
through the territorial sea surfaced.
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Under accepted tenets of international lav, a warship is con-
sidered immune to ^urisdication of any stats other than its flag state.
This principle was upheld by the Conference. The' problem of nuclear
weapons was "brought up by the Yugoslav delegation. A proposal was
introduced which would add wording to Article 24 of the Draft to
reflect the opposition of their government to the use of nuclear
energy for other than peaceful means.33 ^ia proposal provided:
The coastal State may deny exercise of the right of innocent
passage through its territorial waters to any ship carrying any
kind of nuclear weapons.34
Thi3 proposal was defeated » Based on the Corfu Channel case
Judgement by the International Court of Justice, the United Kingdom
stated that warships could pass through straits used for international
navigation.35 it vas pointed out by several delegations that some
notice should be given for warships to pass through territorial waters
of a coastal state. Italy cogently pointed out that the articles should
be drafted as simply as possible.
32U.S. Congress, Executives J through I, Op . cit
. , p. 17 •
33A/conf. 13/39, op. cit., p. 129.
3^Ibid ., Document A/Conf . 13/C.1/L/21, p. 214.
Ibid., p. 129; United Eations, International Court of Justice,
Reports 1949, (The .: International Court of Justice, 1949), p. 4.
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The plenary session reduced the First Committee draft to
simplify it, conforming to the principle laid down by Italy and which
has repeatedly been proved with regard to international conventions.
In the final Convention, it reads:
If any warship does not comply with the regulations of the
coastal State concerning passage through the territorial sea and
disregards any request for compliance which is made to it, the
coastal State may require the warship to leave the territorial
sea.3o
III. SUMMARY: ACCOMPLISHMENTS AMD 0MISSIQK3
The Conference on the Law of the Sea set forth the inter-
national law of the sea to an extent achieved in no previous body
or gathering. The First Committee, of interest here, achieved
much with relation to straight baseline systems.
With eighty-six nations present, agreement was reached on:
a. A method of applying a straight baseline system to a
deeply indented or cut into coast or where a coastal archipelago
might exist.
b. Rules for base -points set forth.
c. Innocent passage was provided for where baselines cut
off areas which had formerly been high seas.
d. Closing lines for bays, other than "historic bays"




had been agreed on.
e. Islands had acquired a definition and vere subject to the
provisions of the articles of the Convention on baselines , where they
were sufficiently close to the coast.
Coupled with the formidable achievements at the Conference was
an area.. of impasse, growing out of lingering disagreements not capable
of resolution at the Conference. Such areas constitute the omissions.
These omissions in the work of the Conference, in addition to failure
to agree on a uniform breadth of the territorial sea not relevant to the
discussion of baselines, were:
a. A treatment of "historic waters" or "bays", an issue for-
warded to the General Assembly for action.
b. Treatment of archipelagos, other than coastal archipelagos,
in the contest of straight baseline systems.
There are several interesting points which were brought up at
the Conference which bear further discussion.
One of these is the establishment of a widespread consensus on
straight baseline systems, serving to confirm the acceptance, of the
judgement of the International Court of Justice in the Anglo -Norwegian
Fisheries case. The statements of the delegates, including the United
States delegate, indicated that this Judgement was accepted by most as
international law.
Cn the other hand, the United Kingdom delegation, while not con-
testing the judgement, tended to try to ignore it in advocating a maximum
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length for baselines in straight baseline systems.
The interest of Indonesia, and perhaps even Canada becomes clearer
in discussions In subsequent chapters. The Canadian action showed a marked
divergence of opinion betvaen this Commonwealth dominion and the mother
country.
The problem of ocean archipelagos was brought up by Indonesia and
the Philippines. This issue was close to the hearts of these two nations
as can be seen by its obvious applicability to the two scattered nations,
consisting of islands over a wide area of high seas. It will be discussed
in Chapter VI in light of subsequent events.
Prom the Proceedings of the United nations Conference on the Law of
the Sea, particularly in relation to the work of the First Committee, it
can be seen that the new nations sought to gain security for their
sovereignty, particularly in the case of those who relied on the sea for
foodstuffs or who possessed coastline far beyond the ability of the naval
forces of that nation to render secure. Security was sought through
extension of sovereignty over areas of the high seas, to an extent which
could not be Justified under 3ynkershoek*s dictum, "imperium terrae
f iniri ubi finitur armorum potestas" . In no practical sense could the
security of these areas be maintained, though perhaps it is a testimony
of their hopes vested in the United Kations to view the sanction of the
Conference as an enhancement of such security.
The Conference proceeded with the lessons of the 1930 Hague
Conference before them and cogently shied from attempts to codify
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controversial concepts on which no agreement could be reached. This was
the case with regard to the breadth of the territorial sea; it was also
true of the issue of ocean archipelagos. As a positive accomplishment,
however, there was considerable progress towards determination of common
criteria on which to base the measurement of the breadth of the territo-
rial sea when and if a uniforsa breadth could be agreed upon. The ability
of the participants at the United Nations Conference on the Law of the Sea
in 1953 "to sense the extent to which consensus could be reached based on
conditions in the international system and progress to date in multi-
lateral diplomacy resulted in the considerable accomplishment repre-




The dispute over the width of the territorial sea is veil known.
It has preoccupied coastal nations throughout history. The Second United
Ions Conference on the Law of the Sea, held in Geneva in i960, was
taken up almost entirely by debate over a uniform width for the territo-
rial sea and at its conclusion, no agreement had been reached. Punda-
stal to determination of the limits of the territorial sea and one
which will continue to hold significance regardless of the breadth of
territorial sea claimed is the location of the baseline on which such
a measurement is based. The 195$ United Hations Conference on the Law of
the Sea made major strides in achievement of criteria for this reference.
Location of the baseline where the coast is regular is merely a
matter of deciding the point on the land from which breadth of the terri-
L, 7.J Convention on ~.ka territorial S£& .and
Contiguous Zone (hereafter termed "The Convention") established this point
in Article 3:
Except where otherwise provided in these articles, the normal
baseline for measuring the breadth of the territorial sea is the
low-water line along the coast as marked on large-scale charts
^United Nations , Second United Nations Conference on the Law of
the Sea , Summary Records of Plenary Meetings and Meetings of the Committee
ofthelfoole
,




officially recognized by the coastal State.
There was general agreement on this delineation of baselines
where coastlines were regular, being smooth or having no special con-
figuration. The vacuum created here was where no lew-water line existed.
Previous practice pointed towards use of the high-water line in such
cases. This would be in consonance with Boggs^ who advocated "whatever
line of sea level as adopted in the charts of the coastal state". Similar
practice was advanced by a Committee of Experts in setting the baseline as:
the low-water line along the coast as marked on the largest scale
chart available, officially recognised by the coastal State. If no
detailed charts of the area have been drawn, which show the low-water
line, the shoreline (high-water line) should be used.*4.
It would seem difficult for the mariner to deal with the vagaries
of the more obscure cases which might occur. The hydrographic data avail-
able will always be the criterion for navigating on the high seas. It is
unlikely that a state would be able to ascertain its own territorial sea
limits based on low water if charts available for the area only show high-
water lines. Where low water does exist, mean low water is the normal
U.S. Congress, Senate, Four Conventions and an Optional Protocol
formulated at the United Nations Conference on the -Law of the Sea,
L::-jcutives J to K ;"lic, "Both Cong. 1st Sess .,""(Washington: Government
Printing Office, 1959), p. 14.
^S.W. Boggs, "Delimitation of the Territorial 'Sea" . American
Journal of International Law
, Vol. 24 (1930, p. 544.
^"United Nations/ Addendum to Second Report on the Regime of the





for depth markings and coastline determination in cartography.
The greatest problem of determination of "baselines occurs when
a coastline has special configurations. These may entail coastal
archipelagos, offshore islands, groups of Islands forming archipelagos,
or indentations forming bays. It is to these situations the most signifi-
cant issues of straight baselines can be traced.
Archipelagos were not discussed, per se , in the Convention, but
are relevant to the straight baseline concept. The types of archipelagos
will be discussed in Section II.
Bays which belong to a single state are covered in Article 7 of the
Convention. The notable exception to this article is that of historic bays .
The significance of this exception in wording the limitation for a closing
line to twenty-four miles across the mouth of a bay leaves unsettled many
claims to that title of historic bays .
The exception of Article 12 relates to the more general category
of historic waters . The whole issue of historic waters , to include
78, has long been a. difficult one. Section III. of this
yter will deal with the concepts which are now prevalent regarding
this category.
I. STRAIGHT BASELDE3
Where coasts are not regular, but possess irregularities such
as indentations or bays, it is provided la the Convention that straight
baselines may be used. Article k states:
1. In Iocs the ccxLst is de indented and cat in-
to, or if there is a fringe cf isls-nds in its isaseaiate vicinity,
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the method of straight baselines joining appropriate points may be
employed in drawing the baselines from which the breadth of the
territorial sea is measured.
5
This is as close to eooi Loo ia international lass that the
£xri-ici^ b&seliae concept has zzz^ c li gptance at x^i L_ J 1 Seaera
Cori's-rence "sy eighty-six natlt Last step" forward is this
regard. In describing this, ohalowitz has c^.id:
The "straight baseline" is a new concept in international law*
It has its inception in 1953. with the decision in the Anglo -Kbrwegi -
an Fisheries case in which the International Court of Justice upheld
Korway*s method of delimiting an exclusive fisheries zone by drawing
straight baselines along the Norwegian coast above the Arctic Circle,
independent of the low-water mark. This established a new system of
baselines from which the territorial sea could be measured, provided
certain geographic situations obtained. This system with certain
modifications was approved by the 1958 Geneva Conference on the Law
of the Sea.
6
It is the opinion of Shalcwits that straight baselines refer to
a system only to be used where geographical conditions so Justify a de-
parture from the rule of the tidemark, i.e., use of the low-water mark.
He goes so far as to say:
Even where a straight line is drawn across an indentation it
does not fall within the category of "straight baselinss " . Such -.
a line where applicable applies to a single coastal configuration
and may be encountered along any coast .7
^U.S. Congress, Senate, Four Conventions and an Optional Protocol
Formulated at the United Nations Conference en the Law of the Sea
, Exe -
cutives J to N, 56th Cong. 1st Sess., (Washington: Government Printing
SfflceT 19^)7?. 1^-
°Aarcn L. Shalovits. Shore and Sea Boundaries, Vol. I, (Washing-




jDougal and Burke do not make so sharp a distinction between
jlines and straight baselines , but refer to the straight baseline
system thus:
Another, relatively recent, claim is to determine the baseline
by drawing straight lines connecting islands, rocks and promonto-
ries which constitute components of extremely rugged and complex
coastal configurations. The Norwegian claim sustained by the In-
ternational Court of Justice in the Anglo-Norwegian Fisheries case
is, of course, the most prominent illustration, but other states
have made claims of the same type,
Colcmbos in referring: to straight baselines does not refer to
a system, but uses the term separately." From the tenor of his writing
on the subject, he appears to have espoused the United Kingdom object-
ions to the Norwegian system. Ironically, writing in 195^> &@ stated,
of the Fisheries judgement:
It is suggested, however, that no exaggerated importance should
be given to the Court *s findings* It cannot be held that it created
a precedent since it dealt with a coast which — as the Court said
— was "exceptionai,"10
Perhaps the definition contained in the State Department publi-
cation on the subject can be considered as an authoritative definition"--
of t aight baseline
:
In a legal cense the straight baseline means far more than "a
baseline which is straight". Rather, it is a concept for stimu-
lating the coastline seaward from the normal baseline. In principle
the straight baseline is applied by establishing an arbitrary base-
9c„J. Colcmbos, The International law of the Sea, (3rd Rev. Ed.),,
(London: Longmans, Green and Company, 195^77 P» 93 •
°M.S. MacDougal and tf.J. Burke, The Public Order of the Oceans,





li. the headlands of t. ad and outermost points of
... ARCBIEEIAl
Archipelagos are very much caught up in the concept of straight
baselines , for, by their nature they tend to be deeply indented or to
consist of scattered island fringes the existence of which bred the
straight baseline concept* The Anglo
-
Norwegian Fisheries case treated
the coastal archipelago. The judgement of the International Court of
Justice made it rather simple for the 1953 Convention to also treat the
coastal archipelago. It is not referred to as such, but Article 5 is
rather obviously applicable to coastal archipelagos.
It is appropriate to discuss the terminology of archipelagos
at this point. Evensen has produced one of the few exhaustive treat
-
12
ments of this subject.
Archipelagos may be divided into two categories: coastal
archipelagos and ocean archipelagos. ^
Coastal archipelagos are those so close to the mainland that
they may be considered part and parcel of it, constituting an outer
^"Department of State, Sovereignty of the Sea, Department of
State publication 78^9, (Washington: Government Printing Office, 1965)/
p. 12.
12
Jens Evensen, "Certain Legal Aspects Concerning the Delimita-
tion of the Territorial Waters of Archipelagos", Document A/Conf . 13/l8,
United Nations Conference on the Lav of the Sea, Vol I, Preparatory
Documents
,
A/Coaf . 13/37 , TSeneva: United Nations, 1959)* pp. 26*9-302.
^Evensen calls these "outlying (mid-ocean) archipelagos".
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coastline or fringe of islands* As noted above, the most prominent of
these in the international system, particularly since the Fisheries case,
is the Norwegian sj lard, where an outer coastline exists for almost
the whole coast of Norway. Similar "skerried" coasts exist, as a re-
sult of coastal archipelagos, in Finland, Greenland, Sweden, Yugoslavia,
festern Canada.
Ocean archipelagos consist of groups of islands which are situated
far at sea or at least far enough to be considered as an independent whole.
Seme of the best known of these are Indonesia, the Philippines, Iceland
and Hawaii . Other examples are the Galapagos, the Faeroes, the Fiji
Islands, the Solomon Islands and the Svalbard archipelago*
Coastal archipelagos are covered adequately in Article 5 of the
Convention in that they qualify as deeply indented coasts, usually an
st, or 2s of i .>, Ocean archipelagos, as indicated
in f IV , were not covered in Convention and although several
a interest in doing so, the matter was not pursued
at the 195S . Conference. • National actions in this regard will
;d in Chapter VI, but perhaps a box score would be relevant
at this Juncture.
3 following ocean archipelagos are delineated by straight













Royal Decrees of 12 July 1935 and
18 July 1952
Act of 16 August 1956
Presidsntial Dseree (same date)
iry 1927
11 September IS inactments
concerning fishing and hunting in Green-
land vaters of 1 April 1925, £7 Kay 1950,
7 June 1951 and 11 " ;3
»
Customs Regulations of 7 October 1927;
together with Royal letter of k May 193^.
1 December (28 I er) 1948,
Article 4 of Royal Decree of 18 January 1951.
Decree of 8 January 193^, all islands, islets
and reefs extending into the ocean considered
part of the main island for delineation of
the territorial belt.
IndonasiLa
"T rvftl rt "-' -|
Cclcv^^:::
Presidential Decree of 30 September 1963,
Fisheries Regulations of 18 March 1952, note
verbale 25 March 1955 to International Law
Commission.
Ecuadorian Presidential Decree concerning








(By arcs of circles and
straight baselines)
Authority




(365 islands and islets)
Philippines
Hawaii
3 nautical miles from the outer ledge of the
archipelago, (international Court of
Justice, Pleadings , Anglo-Norwegian
Fisheries case, Vol. II, (Tne Hague':
International Court of Justice, 1953-*)
P. 532.
All waters inside outermost islands,
notes verbale to International L:
Commission, 7 March 1955 and 20 January
1956.
While 16 May I854 neutrality Proclamation
by the King of the Hawaiian islands and that
of 27 May 1877 inaugurates a straight base-
line eystemj this is not claimed by the
United States which claims a three mile
belt of territorial sea around each island.
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The ocean archipelago has long been an orphan of international
Terences trating the law ef the sea. the IJ'JC Ee.c:_^ Ccn-
fereace nor the 1956 Geneva Conference treated it conclusively. In the
preparatory documents for the latter conference, Evensen-^5 leaned to-
wards the straight baseline system, but in his general conclusions
stated:
:> hard and fast rules exist whereby a State is compelled to
disregard the geographical, historical (and economical) peculiarities
of outlying archipelagos.
. . .
... in the writer's opinion, the waters between and inside the
islands and islets of the above-mentioned (ocean) archipelago must
be considered as internal waters. But where the waters of such an
archipelago form a strait, it is in conformity with the prevailing
rules of international law that such a strait cannot be closed to
traffic.
Some states have quite recently claimed waters around and between
islands of ocean archipelagos as internal waters. They have yet to gain
international recognition of their claims by either codification or the
acquiescence of states. Major sea powers such as the United States and
the United Kingdom have refused to acquiesce to such claims. In the
face of such opposition, it remains to be seen whether straight base-
line systems for ocean archipelagos heretofor instituted can prevail
for long.
Straight baseline systems, with regard to ocean archipelagos
and to coastal archipelagos which cannot be treated under Article 5 of
the Convention must stand the test of time on a case-by-case basis.
For this reason, it cannot be said that any concepts, for delineation of




i not - I by Article 5> or based on the low-water mark, are
univerisally re;- d or accepted*
III. HISTOHIC WATERS OH .BAYS
The go ory of historical claims to waters is that





nee ryj in the dell on of maritime areas, it acts as
a safety valve; its rejection would d of all possibility
of devising .1 rules concerning thi ach of publi sr-
national law. . .16
further indicated that it is exceptional :
i
. • . while the theory of historic waters is a necessary theory,
it is an exceptional theory. . .17
and:
The coastal Jhich makes the clain of 'historic waters'
as:. .'oat they should be given exceptional treatment must be just-
ified by exceptional conditions.*^
As a result of the tasking of the International Law Commission
by the General Assembly in carrying out the recommendation of the Con- •.
ference on the Law of the Sea,19 the Codification Commission of that
body performed a study of the Juridical Regi~e of Historic Waters
,
pqincluding Historic Bays.
"''Gilbert Gidel, La Droit International Public de la Mer, Vol.
III., p. 65I, cited in International Law Commission, Yearbook 1962,






^International Law Commission, Yearbook 1962, op. cit., p. 1-26.
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:. findings of this Commission constitute the most up-to-date work on
this subject. At the outset, the Commission observed that there was
agreement z.z to any definition of "historic water"
z, no defini s. It would
for tfc sent writer to attempt to define the terms
in light of the failure of so learned and expert a group's reticence
to do so. The contemporary concept of "historic waters" and "historic
bays" is, however, worthy of discussion with respect to the part they
play in straight baseline systems.
Four salient aspects of "historic waters" are addressed in the
discussions of this concept .21 They are:
a. Is the regime of historic waters an exceptional regime?
b. Is the title to "historic waters" a prescriptive right?
c. The relation of "historic waters" to "occupation."
d. "Historic waters" as an exception to rules laid down in
a j^neral convention.
To recognise an exceptional aspect to "historic waters" or
"historic bays", one must first accept the fact that there is indeed
a general rule extant for bays to which there must be an exception.
Were there no general rule which placed limitations on the dimensions of
^International Law Commission, Yearbook 19o2, op. cit., pp. 7-12.
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s such as the closing Una rule does the concept of an exceptional
regime make 'sense. There Is also the element of acquiescence of other
states to the claim to "historic -waters". The interesting point is
made by the Codification Commission in concluding the treatment of the
exceptional nature of this regime:
It could even be asserted that it is the uncertainty of the
1c, -tuation, not the certainty that general rules of inter-
national law on the matter exist, which has given rise to the
claims which form the factual basis of the theory of "historic
waters".22
It is considered that while "extinctive prescription" (pre-
scription llberatoire ) , or loss of a claim by failure to prosecute
is within a reasonable time is not relevant to "historic water",
"acquisitive prescription" is considered in the regime of "historic
waters". Two subcategories of acquisitive prescription exist; im-
-orial pes session and prescriptive right .
At first glance, immemorial possession seems to be applicable
to historic waters . In the case of immemorial possession the original
title is not certain. Whether a valid title or not, long lapse of time
readers it impossible to determine the original legal status.
In the case of prescriptive right, the original title of the
claimant is known to be defective. This is said to be skin to usucapio
of Roman law. The possessor has enjoyed long and uninterrupted possession
for a period of time under conditions which are considered to imply the




considerable lack of agreement as to the length of time involved here,
to the extent where doubt is cast on the existence of this category in
international law, or since possession cannot be immemorial, the two
subcategories can be considered to merge.
jly this concept to "historic
." is ti 2 waters in -on are cl by one state by long
possession, but did not in fact belong to another state originally, but
were high Thus one state claims waters on the historic basis,
while other states claim not that these waters are theirs, but that they
are high sea. To apply prescriptive right based on an original defective
or invalid title to the waters in that they were high seas by general
rules of international law and that by long possession, historic title
has been achieved, would amount to considering these "historic waters"
an exception to those general rules of international lav. From this,
the Codif a Commission concluded:
It is to be feared that this (exceptional regime) is usually
what is implied vhan the term "prescriptive right" is used in Con-
ner: "historic waters". In order to avoid that by the use
of that term unwarranted assumptions are brought into it,
it would therefore be preferable not to refer to the concept of
prescription in connexion with the regime of "historic waters" *^3
bion was deemed relevant to title to historic waters only
if it took place before freedom of the high seas became a part of inter-





Lt-ls, it ccist ': Ltle
fortified by long usage.
The 1958 Geneva Convention on the Territorial Sea and Contiguous
Zone mentions "historic waters" in Articles 7 and 12. These admit an
exception for historic waters when dealing with bays belonging to a
state and for coastal waters of two opposite or adjacent states.
The Codification Commission envisaged three hypotheses with regard to
histor1 ?z :
a. Historic title relates to aaritime areas not dealt with by
the Convention ntion consequently has no impact on the
title.
b. The historic title relates to ar . salt with by the Con-
vention but is e: ly reserved by the Convention. Also in this
case the Convention has no impact on the title.
c. The historic title is in conflict with the provision of the
Convention and is not expressly reserved by the Convention. In that
case, the historic title is superseded as between parties to the
Convention.25
Eaving discussed these general aspects of the nature of claims
to "historic waters", it becomes necessary to determine the elements
which might constitute a title to "historic water". Again, relying on
the work of the Codification Commission as certainly the latest and most
extensive study of the regime of "historic waters", one can tabulate
2
^Ibid., p. 12.
25 Ibid., pp. 12-13.

a title c
it : t:ity C -.- -
continuity of this exercise of authority over waters
s state claiming title.
foreign state. :.e claim™
vitial interest or similar ground.*155
A : a claim to waters on historic grounds should be
prepared to defend such a claim on the basis of existence of the elements
cited. The nature of the waters claimed in the legal sense would relate
directly to ;ure of t ;ers in the d t of the histor
title, i.e.,, whether title is developed to .3 internal waters or
as territorial waters . In pursuit of such a claim, effective sovereignty
over the waters in question must be proved. In this regard, the "burden
of proof" is on the claimant state to prove its claim to the satisfaction
of whoever must decide that all the requirements necessary for title are
fulfilled. Where two states are involved, it follows that each must prove
- of its allegation and in this respect,, "burden of proof"
loses value as a definite criterion.
The variety of claims to historic waters and the propensity for
initiation of disputes related to listing historic waters led the Codifica.





it i that a procedure for obligatory sc of disputes rela-
e to *'
-rs " ^© established based on the Conventions of the
Conference and the optional protocols adopted at that eon-
196lCor- i Zawsltlta,
. ajcpulsory j*--. a of the Inter-
Court of Justice.2?
Thus "historic waters" can be termed as applicable to a claim
vhen invoked in accordance with the Conventions and Protocols referred to
above, but on a case-by-case basis. Elements of historic waters must be
..ntiable before a judging authority, e.g., as suggested above, the
International Cc Ice.
3 work of the Codification Commission is an interesting and
treatment of the whole subject of "historic waters". It reflects
realistic notion, which is perhaps more evident in the 1960s than in
the period prior to the 1958 Geneva Conference, that states are moving
towards assertion of their sovereignty at the expense of the freedom
.3.
In the preparatory documents to the 1958; Geneva Conference, the
more t subject of "historic bays" is treated, but more in the an-
alytical and historical vein than in an attempt to formulate the concept.
In this document,28 a listing of bays and gulfs is contained, supplying
27Ibid .,-p. 26.
28A/Conf
.13/37, op. cit., pp. I.38.
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with deccriptions of the litigations pertaining to them. The
re recant treatment by Strohl does not refer to the work of the Codifi-
tion Commission which must have "been published during preparation of
hie work for publication. Ee confines himself to international le
per in his conclusions on "historic bays", arrives
at essent: conclusion as the Codification Cc. .on on
.. e itled by the courta,2^ Although not
recommending as tl jeion did, the submission of 9 to obligatory
Jurisdiction, 1 poses the revival of an International Waters Office
and Register where all such claims to historic bays would be registered
and cci referred to the International Court of Justice. As a
final z .ndation, he recommends further study of the problem by a
body of technical experts.
; reflect that Strohl *s final conclusion pertaining to
•iudy by a body of experts was in fact accomplished by the Codification
Commission. Commander Strohl reveals his point of view in stating:
Uhile this course of action (compulsory jurisdiction) would
probably prove unacceptable to many states at the present time, it
is really believed to be the ultimate solution if we are to progress
towards an integrated World Society.30
litchell P. Strohl, The International \ j3xt of Bays, (The Hague:




The comment of the Codification Commission relative to declaration
of claims and listing "historic waters "is a sore realistic approach to the
problem:
An attempt to establish such a list might induce states to overstate
both their claims and their opposition to the claims of other States,
and so give rise to unnecessary disputes .31
There is a more telling lesson in this than is readily apparent —
first, nations are moving more towards using the sea as a means of assert-
ing sovereignty; and second, an integrated World Society is much further
away than it may have appeared in the early 1950s. The liberal view of a
solution to the world's problems in our time has become tempered by the
tern tends more towards anarchy
than towards integration. Pervading consideration of both these views
must be the understanding that international legal principles will con-
tinue to be dependent on the consensus of power in the international
system and codification without this consensus will merely weaken the
structure of international law by the generation of principles which
are not reflective of the conditions present in the system and which
will lose relevancy to actions in the world.
^International Law Commission, Yearbook 19&2, op. cit.
, p. 26.
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RECENT DEVELOPMENTS
By the end of the United Nations Conference on the Law of the
Sea in 1958 , there were clear indications that certain counties felt
a* s^alght "baae line systems could be applied to ocean archipelagos •
There had been indications even before this conference that straight
baseline systems would probably gain in application, even within the
United States. Of the ocean archipelagic nations most prominent in
their espousal of the straight baseline concept, Indonesia and the
Philippines ere the most vivid examples. Many other nations, however,
acted to apply straight baselines where the provisions of the Convention
on the Territorial Sea and the Contiguous Zone could more clearly be
applied. In this chapter, various actions which have occurred in which
straight baselines have played a part are discussed.
I. INDONESIA
On December 13, IS^I*", Indonesia indicated by delaration that
the waters within her island grouping were internal waters. At the
United Nations Conference on the Law of the Sea, the Indonesian re-
pre lengthy discourse ostensibly in response to the
statement of Mr. Dean,, the United States delegate who opposed extension
j
New York Times, December 13, 1957 > p. 1.
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of sovereignty at the expense of the high seas. Subardoo's explanation
of the concept on which the government of Indonesia based its declaration
p
contained in Chapter IV. His subsequent remarks are of interest in
view of later developments. The summary record of this speech states:
Indonesia consisted of some 13,000 islands scattered over a vast
area. To treat them as separate entities , each with its own territo-
rial waters, would create many serious problems. Apart from the fact
that t of state jurisdiction in such an area was a matter
of fficulty, there was a question of communications between
: t) obvious i psndence of the latter,
licatic d to be secured in peace as well as war. Moreover,
in wartime, the f: . of communications would be seriously threa-
tened even if the archipelagic state was not a belligerent. Events
of the Second World War had shown that a neutral flag was no guarantee
of freedom of passage.
If each of Indonesia's component islands were to have its own
territorial sec, the exercise of effective control would be made'
y difficult. Furthermore, in the event of an outbreak of
utilities; t; of modern means of destruction in the inter
-
aters would have a disastrous effect on the population of
the :. living resources of the maritime areas con-
cerned. That is why the Indonesian Government believed that the
seas between and around the islands should be considered as forming
a whole with the land territory, and that country's territorial sea
should be measured from baselines drawn between the outermost points
of the outermost islands.
3
..ere is the obvious belief that the extension of Indonesian
ereignty over the waters between and around the islands of the
ocean archipelago TJill somehow enhance economic and military security.
One gains the impression that by designating these waters as internal
2p. 51.
^United Nations, United Nations Conference on the Lav of the




ATcbnf . 13/39 (Hew York: United Nations, I95B), p. 43.

- froa gen by virtue
of . - of International fiat. A salient point to be kept in mind
in considering ; or for that matter, any ex-
tension of so jaty o\ 3 high seas is the statement of the In-




; delimitation of sea areas has always in : rtional aspects
it t be dependent merely on the will of the coastal state ex-
pressed in its municipal lay. 2*
-
id formally establi , strs.;- 5m
by a Presi .ree^ entitled, "lbs Zntire Indonesian Territorial
bers Declared as I siritine Area *" The purpose of the declaration was
stated as:
, nance of ore. -purity within the
.
. :i Gorernsent Regulation
of i960 concerning In tian waters which specifies that the territo-
rial sea will be 12 miles in breadth and will be measured perpendicu-
larly:
... on th: line, or points on the baseline consisting of
st- connecting the outermost points at the ebbline of
islands or part of islands within the territory of Indonesia with
International Court of Justice, Reports (1951)* (The Hague;
International Court of Justice, 1951)* P«~X;
5(3over of Indonesia, Presidential Decree No. 103 . Year,
I963 3 The Entire Indonesian Territorial Haters Declared as Maritime
Area
,




re is a b a width not exceed-
id Indonesia is not the only border state, the border-
;he territorial sea is drawn in the middle of the strait.
7
tide 3 stated:
%e in 1 ..as of ladc-n^sia is open to
fc ort.^
The rationale put forth in the i960 regulation was very similar
to Mr. S. j 1958 Geneva Conference. 3Ea the con-
si.' . to the declaration, the Dutch decree of 1939 setting
forth a tl th for the territci . is cancelled. The
,©., the ocean archipelago, a claim of his-
torical ui need for a "wholeness" constitute some of these
consideration t three considerations ©.re of particular in-
;e:
1. That th graphical structure of Indonesia, as an
arc. .ting of thousands of islands, has a specific
character.
2. That, according to history, since t^ma immemorial, the
Indonesian Archipelago has been a unity 1
3. That for the wholeness of the territory of the Indonesian
State, all islands and seas situated between them shall be con-
sidered as a complete unity.
9
Indonesia went on to justify the extension of sovereignty over
3 waters around the islands on economic, sociological, and political
ground.
7 - •
'Government of Indonesia, The Indonesian Revolution : Basic
and the Idea of Guided Democracy; Special Issue 65 (Djakarta:
at of Information, 19607* cited in Intelligence report 58^50^7363




onomic consequences of the act were described as stemming from
the reliance of the Indonesian people on fish for protein, the primitive
nature of Indonesian fishing methods and the protection of natural re-
sources on and beneath the bottom of the sea.
gical factors vere brought forth in relating the mineral
and fishing resources to the welfare of the people:
To the Indo sople whose diet does not contain enough pro-
tein — 1 portein substance In their food belongs to
tt rd — the natural resources in fishery are of in-
calcul: -alue. Especially when we consider that the other methods
of Lng the shortage of protein, for instance the development of
ttle breeding (live stock), are hard to conduct — and their
financing is moreover too expensive — it is therefore necessary
to keep in reserve and to utilize the potential resources in the
seas. T3 hods of catching fish and exploiting the other sea
products by the Indonesian people, is up to the present time still
too primitive, and this is another reason for t£ .aeasures to
the effect of protecting these natural resources. 2-°
The tenor of justification is set here and reiterated in dis-
sions of fauna and flora, minerals and other ocean bottom resources.
Political rationale for use of the straight baseline system
alludes to the difficulty of control of territory.
Open sea enclaves amidst and between islands within the
territory of Indonesia, place the officials assigned to exercise
control in a difficult position, as they have to watch all the
time whether they are sailing in National waters or in open




.tional waters arou~ cween .sian islands
-oven-: oopulaee open to the consequences of naval war*
fare between ma^cr powers, and the possible danger of nuclear warfare.
The difficulty of remaining neutral in these circumstances is pointed
up:
la a war between two parties, by fro of the
fleet of both sides in the open sea between the islands of Indonesia,
the wholeness of our country would b. dised. Communications
2n one island and the other which forms the backbone zo the
people's livelihood in view of the trar on of vital aaily
co ods, would be broken, which would cause sufferings to
the people living on those island ae con. :e of a sea battle
with nuclear weapons amidst the Indonesian isli ould endanger «,na
inhabitants of the ii in the surroundings of the open sea where
the battle takes place.12
Clearly, the Indonesian government had in mind the Convention on
irritor: nd Con as Zone when this was. written. A great
X of a i had c 5d on taking into account "the economic
intc culiar to a region, the reality of which are clearly evi-
f long y^ During the drafting of this convention. Al-
though Indonesia stated an historical claim to these waters, the cita-
tion of the 1939 decree delimiting a three mile territorial sea was
i:LIbid.
^U.S. Congress, Senate, Four Conventions, and an Optional
Protocol, Formulated at-the United Rations. Conference onjthe to of
'
thTSeaT Executives"J"tb"17 8otS~C"ong; 1st Ssss. (Washington: fiovem-




The International implications of the Indonesian system are signfi-
at. Baselines in the system range in length from 2.8 to 122,7 nautical
miles vith eleven baselines over 90 nautical miles in length. There are
195 baselines in the system. Major international passages involved are
. Sunda Strait between Sumatra and Java and tL .ssar Strait, with
a large number of minor passages also included in the system. The question
of acceptance of such a system immediately arises, for without international 1
acceptance, the Indonesian decree becomes a unilateral declaration only
enforceable to the extent of Indonesian power. In the naval field, In-
donesia i£ hardly r. Th« _rs with interests
in the area , id the U ve rejected the
idity of the Indonesian system as have Australia and Kew Zealand. To
assert the freedom of the seas, these powers have, on occasion, utilized
Sunda and Macassar straits as a demonstration of their conviction
that they remain high ^c^s.
It is ironic that only this year Indonesia withdrew from the
United Nations , a forum in which some acceptance of a system such as
theirs could be realised
.
then be a limit to the extent to which a straight
baseline system can be applied. One wonders whether this could have
been achieved, la the case of Indonesia, in a leas flaaboyant mnner
by electing to enclose groups of islands into several archipelagic
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at including international straits or enclosing
.tively large bodies internationally recognized as high. seas. \The
fact regains, however, that the decree has established unilaterally a
a enclc Indonesian isl 13 an
entit;
This leads to consideration of other national actions of similar
nature,
12. OTHER HA.T20SAL ACTK
j Indonesian case is t! 3©r application of straight baselines
since the 1258 Convention Lrawn up. There have, however, been actions
involving straight 3 in the years b n the Anglo-Norwegian
Fisheries judgement and the United Nations Conference on the Law of the
reto. Th fc notable of these are Finland, Ice-
, the Phil . :n, ana >avia. Tl ill follow, sunaaar-
af act. and others which pertain to straight base-
line
One of the most recent national actions involving the concept of
straight baselines was that of the Philippines enacted in June 1961,^
jike the Indonesian move, it seeks to enclose the waters of the island
^Philippine Act Mo. 30^6 of 11 June i in United Nations,
Supplement to laws and Regulations on the Renins of the Territorial Sea
,
j York: United lotions, 195277
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archipelago of I .lippine Islands within baselines drawn from the
outermost points of the outermost islands,
a International Law Commission received from the Philippine
Government two notes verbale concerning delimitation of territorial
;er8» Evensen has called the method "unique".^ Bates of the
notes were March 7, 1955 &ad January 20, 195&. The second of these
contained a general delineation which stated:
A2 .rs around, between and connecting different islands be-
longing t .pine Archipelago, irrespective of their width
or die a, are isary appurtenances of its land territory form-
ing an integral part of thennational or inland waters, subject to
the exclusive Sovereignty of the Philippines,!"
Further, wit ard to territorial ..-3:
ir areas embraced within the lines described in the
f 10 December, 1898, \ y concluded at
bon, D.C., between the United States and Spain on 7 Nov-
1900, jment between the United States and the
of 2 January 1930, and the Convention of 6 July
1932 t j United States and Great Bri tain, as reproduced
in le Comn 1th Act 40003 and article 1 , . ,
of - litution are consid s maritime terri-
torial wa tilippines for purposes of protection of
its fi ,, con. ion of its fishery resources, en-
for t of its revenue and anti-smuggling laws, defense and.
security, and protection of such other interests as the Phili-
hited nations , Official Records of the General Assembly .
lOt! ip, 9) ..ork: United Nations, 195c~), p. 30;
rnational lav Commission, Yearbook 195£, Vol, II, (New York:
United Nations, 1957,) p. 69-70.
^United Nations , United Nations Conference on the Law of
Sea
, Official Records , Vol. I. Preparatory Documents, A/donf
.
53737* (Geneva: United Nations, 1959)* p. 299.




ppJ m vital to 11 -3 and security, without
prejudice to the exercise by friendly foreign vessels of the right
anocent over these waters. 2-7
The Conventions referred to set forth the boundaries of the
Commonwealth of the Philippines. The extent to which international
straits are recognized is not indicated. A note of December 12, 1955,
received by the Un: itions Secretariat i identical rationale
18in almost the same words. To date, no delineation of a straight base-
line system, designating li id base -points, has been made.
At the Second United Nations Conference on the Law of the Sea
in i960, the Philippine delegate referred again to the treaties and con-
ventions cited above as giving the government of the Philippines juris-
diction over all land and sea within the boundaries set forth therein,
indicating that no state had protested this. jr:
Countless generations of Filipinos had derived a large part
of food supply from the waters bet;. . id around the islands
ip the archipelago, and all the. j irrespective of
their width or extent, had always been regarded as part of the
inland waters of the Philippines. Thus, his country's claim to
a territorial sea extending to the limits set forth in the Treaty
of Paris was based on a historic right and adequately supported by
.
ge lie and economical considerations.^
^Ibid., p. 70.
> Q
United Nations , Laws and Regulations on the Regirno of the
Territorial Sea, ST/LEG/Ser~B767T^w York: United Nations, 195757
P. 39.
•^United Nations, Second United Nations Conference on the Laxvr
of the Sea
,
Summary Records of Plenary Meetings and Meetings of the
Committee of the Uhole. ATConf. 19/ 0' (Geneva: United Ivations, I90O),
P. 52.

.; Icelandic application of straight baselines is similar to the
>rvegian system . It provides for straight baselines to be drawn between
ated basepoints . The points enclose the main islands of the Ice-
e-uping. The islands of Kolbeinsey, Grimsey, Evalsbakur and
tngur, lo: at distance greater than four miles from the
e.re treated in the traditional manner in that they possess
ir ovm territorial sea. The rationale on which the Icelandic system
is based is economic x -tly tc ng. It is founded on a
series of lews, the first of which concerned the scientific conservation
20
of the con jlf fisheries and was dated April 5, 19^-8. It
ry
purees and f: & could be levied on violators. The initial
L^t:- ril 22 j 1950 i which w
J.ified by the Regulations for the Censerva- , -ries of the Ice.
lie Ccast of 19 - 1952.21 ]
A str Ine system has been instituted by Yugoslavia.
elines were est. bed by an enactment of December (November 23)
>. kk, in Uni -ive Series (1951)
Vol. 1 -j 1951)* P» 12* runson MacChesney,
nd. Documents , 1956. Vol II. (Washington:
yf), p. 4ob.
"cited in y, op. cit., pp. V71-472.
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19*5-8 to establish the reference for *nt of a cix mile territorial
sea along the outer fringes of the coastal archipelago and the Yugoslav
2°
-aland were considered as inland waters.
In an Embassy note c 5* 1$^9> the baselines were also des-
cribed.2 -5 The rationale for this system was:
The Fcde.i >ple*s -avia shall regulate the
cabct: 11 as the exploitation of the underground wealth in
her coastal sea.
In its comments on the International Law Commission Draft Con-
vention on the Territorial Sea and Contiguous Zone, the Yugoslav Government
reiterated it :rence to a straight baseline concept:
roup of islands (archipelago) is situated along the coast
the i. ines joini propriate points on the
hall be applied. The parts of the sea
closed in b; -3 and coast of the mainland will be
considered as internal waters.
3. If the i Ions of paragraph 2 of this article cannot be
p of islands (archipelago) due to a great distance
from 1 , the method of baselines will be applied to
. points on the coast towards the high seas. Parts of
enclosed by these lines and islands will be considered as
internal waters of the archipelago.2^
22A/Conf . 13/37 , op. cit., p. 296.
be 209, cited in In :ionai Court of Justice,
"in^dom v. Korway ) , Pleadings, Oral Aruguments,
Vol. Ill (The Hague: International Court of Justice, T95T), p. 750.
p. 100.
2k ,






The Norwegian system was extended southward to cover the remainder
of the Norwegian coast, south of 66 28.8' North Latitude, by Royal Decree
of June 18, 1952, amended by Royal Decree of October 17, 1952. An addition.
al decree by the Crown Prince Regent on June 30 > 1955* further extended the
straight baseline system to Jan Mayen Island waters.
i
Finland
In 195^/ Finland enacted a straight baseline system for all of its
coastline. 3y both Pi ..itial Decree and by legislative action on August
18, 195o t the points defining the baselines were promulgated, dividing
territorial waters into internal waters and external territorial waters





Although coastal archipelagos were outlined by straight baselines,
connecting the base -points, Finland affirmod that
A single island, rock or slcerry, or con 3 group thereof
situated far out to sea may have independent territorial waters.
The distance between base -points was specified as "twice the
breadth of the territorial sea." Provision was made for revision of
*^Act No. 463 set forth principles "concerning the boundaries of
the territorial waters of Finland"; Order No. k6h applied these principles
and specified basepoints; both are cited in ST/LEG/ser B/6; op. cit., p. 805ff •
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base -points at thirty year intervals.
A curious provision in light of the four mile territorial sea was
the specification of a three mile breadth for territorial waters of islands,
rocks or skerries, or composite groups thereof located over o nautical
-..
in. tee 'j.:zzzd states -
: -:lLl.z out of
the Anglo -I'or „rlc i case vas not confined :c foreign nation-
states. California, with an eye towards enclosing all the oil wells off
her shores within territorial or inland waters and claiming for the state
resorces of her tidelands, sought to employ a straight baseline system for
del: »rs tc include the offshore islands between Point Con-
- :- wJid Point Lc , the z ten ail
- -1 ._ -zlLz". -_ the
-:
" ••-G-i":r:: :' ~. .: .-..-' - 1 : . : - case . .
The United States, on the other hand, contended that the terri-
torial waters off the coast of California must be delineated by three
mile breadth of territorial sea, using the low-water mark as a reference
for its measurement. The United States also considered the ten mile
closing line for bays as applicable. The basis of the U.S. case pertain-
ing to offshore islands was the Corfu Channel case. The crux of this
e was that the Corfu Channel, passing between Corfu Island and the

9k
was not part of t) :ernal waters of Albania. California con-
Corfu Island belonged to Albar ther than Greece , the
. the in ra of Albania.
On December 3> 1951 > the Supreme Court of the United States
ordered the case to be heard by a Special Master. Upon accomplishment
of this, the 2d October Ik-, 1952,
and ordered ... 52.
.od the is of the . ass
i
ion 1. is (inj aters or open sea) of
part- » mainland and
the offshore i :, and, if inland v .en by what criteria
are t or oths :o be determined?
etion 2» Are particular seg i in fact ' .arbors
cc and from what lane are the lines
:z } rivers, and other
inland waters to be drawn?
c criteria is the ordinary low water mark on
the Cc -ornia to be
with the first t is developed into a determination
a position c s with regard to straight baseline systems
and clcsi. /s.
i the problem of straight baselines directly. In
his Master relied on a letter from the Secretary
of State on thi e.^T Mr. Seen Acheson, then Secretary of State, indi-
26Spc. .aster 8 3 Report of October 14, 1952, p. 1-2, 332 U.S. 19,
cited in Aaron L. Shalcwitz, Shor i Sea Bound :.r -?.:; , Vol I. (Washington:
Government Printing Office, 19o2)> p. 329.
27
'Letter from Bo; nt of State to Department of Justice, November
13, 1951, cited in Shalowits, op. cit., p. 357.
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cated that the Norwegian system of straight baselines was considered not
contrary to intern . as set forth in the , 3nt of the In-
tern: .1 Court of Justice in the A: egian Fisheries case:
.:e decision of the Court, however, doss not indicate, nor does
(
it suggest, that other methods of deli sn of territorial water
su that adopted by the United Sta re not equally valid in
selection of baselines, the Court pointed
.it, is det id on one hand by the will of the coastal state
which . to appraise the local conditions dictat-
orial law which
be taken :. ;count such as the criteria
must not appreciable extent
frc ion of the coast, t he inclusion within those
lines of mded or dr .ions depends on
fficientl ely linked to the land do-
regime of internal waters, and that economic
inter overlooked the ity and importance of which
are c 2d by long usage «» . »~
Er .. previous positions taken by the United States, enunci-
ated at the Hague Conference in 1930 and in times previous to that Con-
ference, the Special Master came to the conclusion that:
The absence from international law of any customary, generally
accepted fixing the baseline of the marginal belt is, indeed,
conspicuous^
led the failure of the 1930 Hague ' Conference to reach
-eement on baselines and indicated that tho ae 1951 Fisheries
P. 333.
>ld., p. 357.
29g Acer's Report, p. S„, cited in Shalowita, op. cit .,

Judgement sented a step in this direction:
Dr the ti: .ng it i conceded that no such customary
or ,lly recog rule
€
,30
It was .sis that the Special lister decided against the
claims of Califor.: .nst the authenticity of the straight baseline
system the state proposed. The ruling on Question 1 pointed this out,
saying
:
;er areas sn the mainland and the
off-shore i, within the area refe to by California as the
"overall unit _ 2 not inland y lie seaward of the
baseline of the .nal belt of territory ters, which should be
.ee along the shore of the adjoining mainland
or id.31
A second portion of the report of the Special sr in the Cali-
fornia case, o:: b to a study of straight baselines, is that re-
garding the closing lines of bays, or for that matter, the determination
what constitutes a bay, since these issues are usually closely related
to straight baselines. Again on this issue, the Special Master leaned to
the position of the United States taken in international relations on the
op
subject of bays.JC' Relying on this position and the supporting historical
rationale, with particular attention to that related to the 1930 Hague
Conference, t : stated:
The extreme ,rd limit of inland waters 6f a bay is a line ten
3Qibid.
33-Special Master^ Report, p. 2-3, ibid , p. 330.
^Secretary of State Letter, November 13, 1951, ibid, pp. 354-357.
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L miles long. For indentations having pronounced headlands
no than ten nautical miles apart, and having a depth as here-
fter defined, a straight line is to he drawn across the entrance,
Where the headlands are more than ten nautical miles apart, the
straight line is to be drawn at the point nearest the entrance at
which the width does not exceed ten nautical miles. In either case
the requisite depth is to be determined by the following criterion:
The envelope of all the arcs of circles having a radius equal to
one feu:. a length of the straight line shall be drawn from all
points around the shore of the indentation; if the area enclosed by
3 straight line across the entrance, and the envelope of the arcs
of the circles is greater than that of a semi -circle with a diameter
e<£uai to one half the length of the line across the entrance, the wa-
of the indentation . be regarded as inland waters, if other-
wise, the waters of the indentation shall be regarded as open sea.33
It is inter that both th Lons are reiterations
reiterate principles set -forth by the Ui proposal made at the
193c -renee. In effect, the judg ; International
Court of Justice in the i ,o discounted
in favor of the concc_ Lvanced by the United States at that conference.
- in view of the newness of the Court decision
q it ii ame year (1952.) > the
tt had written an empassioned plea in
or of the system he had i ed at the 1930 Conference, the arcs of .
circles method cZ delimitation quoted above.3^
33special Master fs Report, p. 3 -4, ibid ., p. 330.
5
**B.V7. -imitation of Seaward under Eational




In vie ttlon of the validity of the straight base-
line sy , acceptance at the 1958 Geneva Cc ace, and the
.osion of the 10 mile closing rule in favor of the 2k mile closing rule,.
3 veirsixs California case should be re-examined.
It is unlikely that t of California near Point Conception
3 to the sou.. could be considered as
"d, out into" or to have a "fringe of islands along
the coast in its vicinity". Thus the stra .aseline system
vou: gard to bays, however, it is possible that
I at least to Huntington Beach without
ort to the hist: nciple which, in effect, produced a stale
-
TL ;ed States has shown no tendency, officially, to move either
to a s1 le system or to any re. on of the traditional arcs
of circle iod (Be. i) or the ten mile rule for bays. The United
s,however, signed the 1953 Conventions,
Only this year, t:. it geographer of the State Department,
G. Etsel Pearcy hai ' with regard to baselines:
Re:_ . ,tional politics, the geographer must step
in isuring territorial waters irrespective
Of their .eline d from which mea-
6u: fairly projc Such a baseline,
seemingly simple . tt it merely needs to follow the shore, actu-
35shalowita, op. cit., pp, 51-60.
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ally requires sufficient flexibility to allow for such features as
the mouths of rivers, bays, and other indentc. of coast, islands




; it is relevant fcs look at the iaplications of
straight baseline systems.
3°G. Etsel Pearey#"Geography and World Affairs", Department of
;e Bulletin, Vol. Ill, Eo. 1357 » June 25, 1965, p. IO37.

CHAPTER VII
PLICATIONS OP THE AEPLICATK STRAIGHT BASELINE
i
I. ST ON P. 3EAS
In ths rigorous interpr.. -ion of either territo-
rial or internal waters into the area of what has been known as the high
seas will impinge on the freedom of the seas • Much has been written about
ths effects of extension of the territorial sea into the high seas. It
is obvious that claims of a 200 mile territorial sea much as that of
Peru will have a trem eff< ,,t on other than fishing rights. There
is the aspect of this, too, inted out by the Greek delegate to the
iva Con of the Sea when he indicated that al-
though Greece preferred a three mile breadth of territorial sea, actions
by neighbors forced 1 ation by Greece of a six mile breadth for the
territorial sea.
There is an analogous relationship to the Greek situation involved
in application of straight baselines. Where use of baselines on a coastal
archipelago such as 1 will have considerable effect on the international
fishing community, application of a straight baseline system to an ocean
archipelago such as Indonesia or the Philippines will effect all modes of
^United Nations , United Nations Conference on the Law of the Sea
,
Vol. Ill, First Committee'^Territorial Sea and Contiguous Zone, A/Conf
»
13739T!ew *ork: United Nations, 195BL PP. 21-22.

T-*icinity of territorial waters of, or International waters used by, a
neighboring state, problems increase considerably in complexity. Such
is the case with regard to the Yugoslav, Finnish and Swedish archipelagos
(or island groupings) and will inevitably occur should a straight base-
line system be applied to such areas as the Japanese islands, or the
Alaskan or Siberian coastlines.
Is it 3 to
revert to the principle of mare clausum?
There is the operational order of things that
any restrictive pr .stance to it. To foi s and
regulations which ition to reality is not only a form of self-
delusion, bu validity of exi at rules,
.alatic. ; - rles de Visscher has indie .hat one of the
:ors which weakens the effectiveness of the International Court of
tics 1. .uctance of states to brii ir disputes before that
tribunal and to submit to its jurisdiction.- Eow much more will this be




Charles de Visscher, Theory and Reality in Public International
Law, (Princeton: Princeton University, 19577/ P» 3^1 •

« of regulation subsurface of the
la seas
2 of enforcii ims by sr possessed by
tional organs (of vhi^ re are none
-ive ir. an generate inter-
osecuting the eiaiia with
a i
.: a re, desirable goal in
and faster \
-, in an £ intercontinental
ballistic , so deluded as to
re. Smaller and developing _:ave no hope
to enforc Lr clains of sovereignty on their own, contrary to the
will of v j. In reality, it is on .ler scale that
extensions of sovereignty are sought. It is a regression to the issues
which were i out and solved by the marj powers more than a
>re disputed, must be a subject of
unilateral determination. Unilateral
deterr- ven so simple an issue as fj re the issue
is inter:.: .ire, can c :le but .-ate squabbles among
neighbor! bions* . Id has learned any one thing in the
course of s international system, it should have
learned t table for equals or near equals.
Major powers will I 3d with claims of small powers for control
of sub. sd by the _ty of nations as free
their business, that is, matters
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local in nature, on £ teral or multilateral L :cd offices
;re ne< /, but ree ..-caching their problems with an aim
of solution rather the "mouse that roared".
Proliferation of sti baseline systems extending beyond the
• systems clearly justified by the Convention en t rritorial Sea and
Con. . is Zone will result in erosion to a grei. litude of those
arc .;• known as tl sas. ;rhe areas of internal waters resulting
from d ;: of straight baselines would, for enforcement of control, re«
quire that the claimant nation possess significant naval or coastal patrol
forces.
In the case of ocean archipelagos, the most significant candidates
for straight ims not authorised by the Convention, large fish-
ing grounds now open to all nations will become the private fishing grounds
a single nation. One can not avoid the speculation that the result of
- re
Life of i 3 than the cost of sharing
those grounds would be to tl: ion unilaterally claiming them.
St : systems affect the Convention on the Continental
Shelf in that the territorial seas or the increase of the
area of internal waters will restrict that portion of the continental
shelf treated by the conventic
In addition to the claims to vast areas of the high seas as
internal waters, as in the case of Indonesia, there is a tendency to

restrict ^3 through tfc aters. S« ry of the Kavy, Paul H.
Nitse, to d in this regard:
Some of the newly emerging nations are disposed also to deny the
validity of the right of transit through international straits — a
right which the United States is clearly constrained to assert and
uphold. Obviously, the maritime nations of the world must insist that
there be free right of transit through such straits for their vessels
of conferee and for their security forces as well.
3
II. B .2 PASS.
Closely int.v .d in the concept of freedos of the seas is that
of "innocent passage". Where territorial waters must be traversed, the
right of in:.- j3 is the principle normally invoked for such pass-
... By Article lU, ._ k, of the C a of the Territorial Sea
and Contiguous Zone:
k» 2 is innocent so long as it is not prejudicial to the
peace 9 good order, and security of the co« State. Such passage
shall take place in conformity with these articles and with the
rules of 1 law.k
This is a rather general article and which indicates that it
was the product of -ion of the rather broad area which falls within
ation the
area upon which it could be reached. This is borne out by the
3paul H. Uitae, "Trends in the use of the Sea and their
Implications on Foreign Policy," Marine Corps Gazette (March, 1965)
Varon L. Shalcwita, Shore and Sea Boundaries , Vol. 1,
(Washington: Government Printing Office, 1952), p. 373.
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official records of the 195- -•**
It is generally recognised t -ip is afforded the right
of innocent any other type ship. The Soviet Union has
entered a reservation to Article 23 of the Convention d g "with
f var- o gh territorial waters . It reads
;
of the Union of Soviet Socialistic Republics
cor. & right to establish procedures
fc. .pa through its
territorial s .6
Xion i icates that the U.S.S.R.
did derive that the right of innocent i d for warships by
Convention.?
The right of ;e for submarines was restricted in
X "submarines are required to navigate on the surface and show their
flag."8
The only antes of innocent p i in internal waters contained
in the C: Eerritorial Sea and Contiguous Zone is paragraph
2 of Article 5 which states:
Li - - cnt of a straight baseline system in accord
-
^United Nations, United Hations Conference on the law of the Sea
,
Vol. Ill, First Committee (Territorial Sea and Contiguous ZcrS) , A'/Conf
.
13/39 (Geneva: United Nations, 195^77 P- 127f*.
"Shalowitz, op. cit., p. 3755 U.S. Congress, Senate, Four Con-
dons and an Optional Protocol Formulated at the United Nations*
"
Conference on the*~Law of the Sea, Executives J to U, 86th Cong, 1st
§ess. (Washington: Government Printing Office, 1959 )> P« 26.
°Shalowitz, cp_. cit.
, p. 373.
'An excellent discussion of this, Carl M. Franklin, International




ance with article k has the effect cf i internal waters
ar ..ich previously had been cons!-. t of the territorial
.s or of the high seas, a r:. ..." innocent age shall exist in
There is no ion of ho.. such a right continues to exist or
of the problems which arise where a nation unilaterally establishes its
aline system and documents as deri _rom antiquity.
Another int of innoce. _e relates to nuclear
slav delegation to the 195$ Conference
would ha-;
the e. 3 of the right of innocent
pa_ kind c. .aporis.l
1 to l\ the proposal was defeated.
. this:
By refusing to accspt this proposal, the First Coxa 3 clearly
indicated that the mere carrying of any kind nuclear weapons on
rd a warship within the territorial sea of another state could
:. be prohibited.
H
.-e is again the opportunity for a state to prohibit
pae - of warships carrying nuclear weapons in Internal waters .
Franklin has posed some cogent questions which deal with the nuclear
weapons question in relation to innocent p .. l2 Latitude is
.ated in the Cor. )n for the coastal State to determine what is
prejudicial to its "peace, good order and security".
.lowitz, op. cit., p. 371.






Th at of the Corfu Ch-.rmcl case" had i od that the
. Is carried out Is the determinant of whether that
pa: _s innocent and not the character of the ships effecting passage.
rests -. ti 3 lal
State unless contested after the fact as was Albania's actions in the
Corfu Channel.
The Convention grants a further latitude to the coastal State
that:
... to suspend tei rily in specified areas of its 'territo-
rial s of for ps if such suspension is
essential for the protection of its security.^
Lo_ /, it follows that this would also be true of internal
waters covered by Article 5(2).
In try, the, 1 snt pass rod in the terri-
torial sea and in certain parts of internal waters (those covered by
riele 5 (2)) by the Co... .on. This guarantee is, however, based
on the juc t of the v. ate in d- hat constitutes
innocent j and the requisites for its "peace, good order and
security". Further suspension of the right of innocent passage is
mitted under Article 16(3).
Straight baseline as, with their inherent extension of
.
territorial waters substitute reliance on the right of innocent
passage for free navigation on the high seas, in sometimes vast
waters converted to internal waters or territorial sea. Presumably,
^Herbert W. Briggs, The Lav c£_ Ms , (wd. Ed.) (New York,
Appleton-Century-Crofts, 1952), p. 29^7
^Shalcwits, op. cit., p. 37^.
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the security of -3d. in the next section,
,3d enhanc ... . will be scrutinized,
United States and the Soviet Union, freedom of the
seas can have wider implications than are derived fr .st maritime ventures.
The use of the POLARIS system as a major factor in the United State's deter-
rent and retaliatory force has highlighted the anonymity with which a sub-
marine, nuclear-powered and virtually silent, can maneuver beneath the seas.
Innocent pa. ioes not, in the view of th >rity of the attendees
19>3 G -1 to s; 3 difficulty
of a state a'. 1 of se .nternal waters in detecting a sub-
& is relevant to its realistic determination of
srs
.
2 cribed by Mr* Arthur Dean, the U.S. delegate to the
I958 Geneva . ^nce:
On 31 Karen of tbi r (i960), the TRIP " .ed submerged through
tb .on in Lnes, across the Mindi-
nao Sea, then t .r Str_ ,/ath of Java into the
Indian Ocean. Thus, : >sed su 5d through the waters with-
in .lippine archi uni-
la as "ln1 .3", Although they
include \ rnatloi r, foreign vessels
.7 not pass through inter iters as of right even if their passe,
is innocent. It is for this reason the do not recognise the validity
of this extensive and unilateral arch:. ry.^-5
^5. h. Dean, "Tl :>nd Geneva Conference on the Law of the
Sea", American Journal of International law, Vol 52, (iSSo), p» 753.
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Clearly, the right of innocent age cannot be extended to a fleet
should extensive use of these submarines as a deterent ast Communi
China or other hostile emerging nuclear powers be unaugurated, it could
involve stationing of submarines in waters claimed as internal by Indonesia
or the - .pines. From the s aint of both security of the Western
./ers, and indeed, for the protection of the future of the entire world,
jet the United States to accept straight baseline systems
which invc bition of deterent operations by the absorption of a huge
ex;- of the oceans.
A similar problem exists with d to some other countries adopting
straight baseline systems. Should Canada, for one adopt such a system, it
could cut ofi ; routes for submerged polar ice -cap navigation.
The foregoing discussion has related to security in the broad sense,
that of the world accruing from a balance of deterence between the U.S. and
the U.S.S.R. and implications of straight baseline systems which might per-
tain to that deterence. To the individual state, implementation of a
.
straight baseline system can stem from a desire for "maintenance of order
and security" in addition to any economic considerations. Indonesia has
indicated that this is one of the foremost considerations and aims in
establishing its system for delimitation of the- Indonesian archipelago
by straight baselines.
In viewing delimitations by straight baseline systems, one must
realise that unless a system is clearly justifiable under the Convention
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for the Territorial Sea and. Co. s, and accepted by the cations
most affected, a unilateral determination is virtually useless.
Unilateral declarations of so . nty . . . are legally unsound
ace they involve the assertion of ate does not
clearly have. This type of action also contains several elements
of lences. A st: king a uni-
>n
.--
of a nation to to unilaterally de-
clared i. ling with a neighbor of equal
wer, but inc: sntial : power, j : oe of the
Big : o.
ring tz 'the Soviet Union, bached by
the power of the Soviets, or against patrolling or transitting naval ships
of the United States, may best be avoided. It is true that in this nuclear
world the aye, by virti .icie -bound posture of
2 U.S. and the U.S.S.R., been able to claim a voice in international
.-ever,
3d
.Her nation treads on thin ice indeed.
^LCDH L.A. .. USCG, MA Code of Conduct for Qrounds",
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from tl :,a of straight baseline
- - this occiu
Less obviou tch ara not immediately
discernahie. These include:




so laid out will be
accep; other natioa
b
* Ik -'riction between an ,te and neighboring
maritime or
, which could lead to local or general histilities.
c. Potentia conflict exi : varying opinions on
"innocent r ™.
d> :ibution to t
_exity of an already labyr-
inthine situation of military restrictions, rules of e: lents, accep-
table routes, etc.
--^ t< obvious effects of the applications of
i which is of i: t to the United States,
,- curtailment of areas oi h seas and re-
rs on the operations al forces of
iy strategic deterrent, dan
;, or re-
taliatory forces. It is obvious 3 United States, nor for
that r 3ovlet Union, will accept in ions or restrictions
which curb their ability to disperse deterrent, damage limiting, or
retaliatory forces. A s: ce to restriction would exist
re important int





.-here it would envelope
itisse rout
a in its course of
zt the freedom

St: r firmly established
a principle of the law of the sea ai aal law. Where they
arc clearly applicabl ccordance with
Articl. the Convention on the Territorial Sea and Cc. >us Sons, and
it s :y will become incc into international law
i 9 cert ian case and'
i in the case of other cc >s ; Yugoslavia,
111, however, be a
j to d .raditional practie
in delimit ir / possess coastlines
which . 11 be c Lfied for straight baseline systems.
. from
3 \ or ecoi jons,
can be cited he ~ere the coast of Alaska
could red as fitting within sription of Article k
of the Convention.
In cases not clearly fallii provisions of Article k,
:edly, those invol :s such as the Philippines
or Inc. , it S( ; sufficient t can be rallied,
particularly among the major maritime powers, to secure international
acceptance of such a system. Both at the 1930 Sague Conference for the
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Codification of International Law and at the Geneva Conferences on the
Lav of the Sea of 1958 and i960, little support could be rallied for
treatment of ocean archipelagos as individual units, enveloping the many
islands, islet3, and waters surrounding them.
From the standpoint of freedom of the seas, the wholesale use of
straight baseline systems is particularly objectionable. In the United
States, both the Chief of Naval Operations, who is the principal advisor
to the President on matters dealing with the sea, and the Secretary of
the Navy have, within the past year, indicated concern with such a
practice
.
Admiral McDonald stated the United States position on this practice:
Some nations have unilaterally claimed sovereignty over extended
areas of water off their coasts. This claim is without foundation in
law; has never been accepted in the past and should not be accepted
today. i
Mr. Nitze was more pointed in his reference to straight baseline
systems
:
• . • governments have been attempting unilaterally to put aside
traditional law related to a baseline for measuring the territorial
sea. The intention is to pre-empt as internal waters vast areas
hitherto established and used as high seas.2
There are cogent political, economic, and military reasons for
opposing the curtailment of the seas by straight baseline systems. A
summary of the more important of these would include among adverse effects
accruing from such systems:
-'•United States Senate, Committee on Armed Services, Military
Procurment Authorizations , Fiscal Year 1966 , Eearings before the
Committee and the Subco;nnittee on Department of Defense of the Committee
on Appropriations, 89th Cong, 1st Sess, on S.800, February 2^-March 13,
1965 (Washington: Government Printing Office, I965), p. 753.
2Paul H. Nitze, "Trends in the Use of the Sea and Their Implications
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